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tile paralysis which caused three
deaths in August, was responsible lor

The Courier-Gazette

Claimed 48 Lives In September, Maine seven in September.
Health Report Shows—Seven From
The birth and death rates for Sep
Infantile
tember showed a decline from August

Pneumonia again headed the list
of deaths caused by notifiable d.seases, according to the vital statis
tics report of the State Health De
partment for September. ..Fortyeight deaths are attributed to this
disease against 28 in August. Infan

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW FOR

SPECIAL TURKEY AND CHICKEN
THANKSGIVING DINNER

|

12 Noon to 8 P. fil.

I

MANLEY T. PERRY, Plop.
Telephone 1228
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We rarely repent of speaking
—•
little, but often of speaking too —
much.—Bruyere.
•••

—$£

PARK STREET CAFE AND SEA GRILL
71 Park St., Rockland

WONDERFUL SPIRIT

Subscriptions 83 00 per year payable in
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

percentages. There were 1143 births
and 755 deaths during the month.
Counties showing the lowest death
rates were Oxford, Washington and
York. The highest were in Lincoln,
Aroostook, and Androscoggin. The
highest birth rate was in Aroostook,
and the lowest in Franklin.
i

at SI.25

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, November 25, 1930
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ISSUING THURSDAY’S PAPER

That its office force may have the
full relaxation of Thanksgiving Day,
the Thursday issue of The Courier, Oazette will go to press the preceding
afternoon—a fact that should be not
ed by contributors and advertisers.

Just to keep even with Mr. Babson,
we predict that business will be
normal again when everybody makes
$5 a day and spends $10.—Publishers’
Syndicate.

KNOX COUNTVS LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION

NAME

OUTBOARD

Folks Doing Their Share

Association—M. S. Dick, Rockland, a Director

THE ORANGE AND BLACK

Senter Crane

“An especial day on which to give especial thanks” , , .

when he proclaimed the first Thanksgiving Day.

We

people of Maine have much to be thankful for on this

"especial day" this year.

Thanksgiving Sale

Business on the whole is good,

not as good as we should like it to be, perhaps, (it never

is), yet surely not as bad as it has been in other periods
of readjustment. This bank, in reviewing the past

of

twelve months, finds much to be thankful for. It has
become larger, stronger and today is better equipped

Candy

than ever to serve its customers. We look forward to a
continuation of our own progress and pledge our efforts

to aid our depositors in any way consistent with sound
banking procedure.

SECURITY
TRUST
COMPANY
:
>
ROCKLAND

«

29c

Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS
Financial Institutions, Inc., ls a Maine corporation owning a majority of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks
having total resources of more than $86,000,000. Over 85 per /cent of the Common 8tock of Financial Institu
tions. Inc. is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is managed by Maine men who have had long and
successful experience in banking and financial operation.

*

BOXING
Empire Theatre, Rockland
Thanksgiving Night
NOVEMBER 27
BUD FISHER, Boxer and Promoter, Presents Five Main Bouts
SIX THREE MINUTE ROUNDS

KID ALRICK

RED GRANGE

VS.

of Portland

Of Sanford

SIX TWO MINUTE ROUNDS

AL. WILSON

CECIL GRANT

VS.

of Waterville

Of Rockland
FOUR TWO MINUTE ROUNDS

YOUNG ODDETTE

EDDIE KID ROY

VS.

of Augusta

Of Fairfield

YOUNG GRAY

YOUNG DELANO

vs.

of Waterville

Of Belfast

K. 0. CORO
Of Fairfield

MYSTERY KID

vs.
•

of Lewiston

Bout begins at 8.30. See “BUD” for Seats, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50; a few Ringside
at $2.00. TeL 215

SKINNER’S THRILLING

PLUNGE

and Lands In the Sea Beside the Only Boat Out

There is a wonderful spirit of kind
The Rockland Airport has twice feet, and as nearly as he could tell he
liness and unselfishness manifested A statewide organization to be ' Maine clubs under the jurisdiction of
the New England Outboard Motor been favored with visits by Col.! was about that distance from the
toward those who “have not" by those known as the Maine Outboard Asso Boat Association.
Charles A. Lindbergh; it has wit- ground, probably over South Inomwho "have." Perhaps one could call ciation, was formed Sunday at Au
The association formed Sunday is
it the real spirit of Thanksgiving. gusta by a group of racing enthusi the culmination of several months' nessed the departure of Stanley C. aston.
These kindly acts of service are done asts from several sections of Maine. effort on the part of a few enthusiasts Boynton, and his triumphal return J The plane had been between
the State. Considerable interest irom, record-breaking transconti-■ Friendship and Waldoboro when the
quietly, without ostentation, and Charles M. Harris, widely known in
has been shown and already a mem nental flights; but for downright' drop was made and Boynton, who
outboard
racer
of
Augusta,
was
elect

hundreds are going to enjoy a real
commodore. Other officers are: bership of nearly 40 is assured. It is thrills which fairly congealed the was keenly watching the descent,
Thanksgiving dinner where other ed
Vice
commodore, A. L. Anderson, believed that more than 100 will join
wise there would be none.
Camden;
commodore, J, E. the association either directly or spinal column, there has been noth says that Skinner made a straight
Perhaps the most outstanding serv Drinkwater,rear
Brewer;
secretary and through local clubs during the com ing comparable to the excitement of drop until the parachute opened, and
ice, is that manifested by the younger treasurer, Henry S. Beverage,
Port ing year.
that he did not spin.
generation in this city toward tne land.
It was voted to make the annual Sunday afternoon, when Bernard
The wind was blowing quite brisk
needy and it speaks well for the
Skinner,
dropping
from
the
dizzying
Six directors, one from each coun dues $5 for senior memberships and
future generation in Rockland.
$2 for junior memberships, open to heights of the upper regions was car ly when the parachute opened and
ty
represented,
also
were
chosen
to
Scores of boys and girls are colwith the officers as the govern anyone interested in outboard motor ried five miles beyond his destination at one time was in a horizontal posi
| lecting toys and fixing them up to serve
ing body of the association. These boating and by no means to be con into the icy waters of Penobscot Bay. tion, dragging Skinner's body through
give to those who have none. Other directors
Richard Frost, Port fined to those who wish to race.
, boys and girls are taking food to the land; NoahareDavidson,
As the minutes lengthened, with no j the air sidewise,
Har Racing rules undoubtedly will fol
city matron and that will be dis old Drew, Augusta; J.Sanford;
low those of the National Outboard word from this daring parachute j Attempts to land on the earth were
E.
Drinkwa

tributed where it is most needed.
and American Power Boat Associa
Everyone seems to be trying to help ter. Brewer; Benjamin Wells, Au tions. with special provisions and jumper, the excitement increased tre- seen to be of no avail. Below weie
somebody else and while that spirit burn; and M. S, Dick, Rockland.
classes to provide an opportunity for mendously and the crowd s heartfelt : two islands which he learned sub
is manifsted, the outlook for the de- The purpose of the Maine Out almost anyone who wishes to race.
sympathy went out to the little worn-1 sequently were Sheep and Fisherboard
association,
according
to
its
■ serving poor this winter will not be
an who paced the cement walk in' men's. And chugging its way back to
sponsors,
will
be
to
create
more
in

j filled with such dread as it otherwise
front of the hangar trying bravely to the home port was a fishing vessel—
terest in outboard motor boating and
AH, THOSE TOYS!
j might have been.
restrain her tears, but repeating with the solitary craft to be seen anywhere
Some mothers have phoned the city promote racing in the different
matron on behalf of their children to classes in all sections of the State Boy Scouts Start Things So •the conviction that comes from on the water's surface. This boat
send a boy or girl who is motherless during the summer, both through
That Children’s Christmas mental telepathy: "My son is out was manned by Errold Bloom, and
; to their home for Thanksgiving and one-design and open-design classes.
Plans for forming local clubs, to be
there in the water; will somebody! it >s due wholly to the fact that he
this is being done, May the good
Will Not Be Cheerless
countywide in scope and operate
save him?”
} will stay out when other fishermen
work go on.
under the jurisdiction of the Maine
What
did
happen
the
reader
will
j remain in harbor that there was salNo matter how loudly the adu!t
Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street, Outboard Association as the parent
vation at hand for the sorely tried
will be open Saturday nights here organization, were discussed. Later, cries "hard times” children must not presently hear.
after for the special convenience of it is hoped to affiliate the parent feel its sting. This year particu Bernard Skinner is a resident of i parachute jumper.
out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head association with the American Power larly there will be many a child who Winthrop. Me., still in the heyday of j Bloom, with mind fixed on the
Boat Association, thus bringing all
light adjusting etc.
114-tf
will have only the necessities—but youth, but one of the most successful morrow's lobster prices, in particular;
what is Christmas without a toy? parachute jumpers in the Eastern and what Ed. Dean calls a “hard
■ We all like new shoes; we all like country. Two or three weeks ago he struggle" in general, did not sec the
ANNOUNCING OUR NEW
j mittens, too, but gee! — Christmas sprained an ankle at the Rockland descending parachute, nor did he
without a toy.
flying field, although he had made a hear above the motor's roar, the
With this thought in mind the Boy perfect descent. This did not deter shouts with which Skinner tried to
; Scout organization has started
We have a remarkable new toaster that produces truly delicous
hail.
j things moving and are co-operating him from making the announcement
Sandwiches. Try one!
When he finally espied the floating
with the various benevolent societies that on Sunday, Nov. 16 he would
who always do so much by their undertake to establish a new world's parachute and the struggling man he
willingness to conduct a repair shop l ecord for straight drop.
rubbed both eyes to see if they were
Try our Special—Small bowl of Lobster Stew for 20 cents. We are
| to make anew the cast aside toy.
playing him falsely. Strange things
not trying to wholesale the restaurant business.
The
date
selected
was
not
a
propi

Mr. Glover has kindly donated a
This Is Just a Weekly Special
vacant store in Glover block to carry tious one. however, for it stormed ' come to the net of a fisherman, but
on the work.
during the forenoon, and the celling this was the first time he had en
The appeal is not denominational was so low in the afternoon that he countered a parachute two miles
MAIN STREET, CORNER PARK
ROCKLAND
and the boys must have the help of
from the nearest land.
their elders to put this thing over did not even come here from Win
Encumbered by heavy apparatus
big. The one thought—happiness on throp to make the attempt.
Christmas morn—to a child. Manx
Last Sunday seemed to offer ideal | Skinner was having much difficulty
homes have many toys, a duck to be conditions and a great crowd sur in keeping afloat, but by treading
repainted, a cart minus a wheel, a
rounded the flying field to see this water he kept his head above the sur
doll that needs a new wardrobe.
The success of this undertaking ambitious young man make his en face until Bloom pulled him into the
j depends alone on the response of the trance into aviation’s hall of fame. boat. The parachute for a while had
people. Raid the toy box now, delay Among the spectators were his pulled him through the water faster
: means a disappointed child and disthan the smack could approach, but
j courages the Boy Scout, by the lack mother, to whom allusion has been
when
it finally collapsed Skinner’s
made
in
the
foregoing
paragraphs;
of co-operation in this gigantic
i undertaking. Hunt up your toys; ) and other members of the Skinner greatest danger was passed.
' step to the phone and
td a Scout will fami,y
Meantime at the Curtiss-Wright
1 call for them.
flying field the crowd was in a state
The Willing Workers have alThe November afternoon was wan of tremendous anxiety, and searching
| ready offered their services to re! construct any toy—too intricate for ing when Skinner took his place In parties were despatched by motor to
i masculine hands—we hope we will the red Cessna monoplane which had every point available.
| need many more willing to work.
carried Stanley C. Boynton to Los
Onto the scene of excitement pres
A splendid opportunity to witness
; the foundation Scout work is build- Angeles and return, and everybody ently came Bernard Skinner wet to
] ing for your men of tomorrow. Drop recognized that no time was to be the skin after his plunge into the
in and get acquainted.
lost if the attempt at record breaking bay, but answering best he could the
was to be visible from the ground.
barrage of questions hurled at him
STILL ANOTHER WAY
John Phillips was in the pilot's from every angle. Answered them, at
seat, and the third man in the plane least, until his overjoyed mother
On Wednesay we will put on sale
To Solve Unemployment Sit was Stanley Boynton, who was to act took him figuratively by the ear and
uation, Suggested By Na as timer of thc event. Another plane led him to the boiler room where dry
200 pounds of our
tional Farm Bureau Head took the air about this time, with clothes awaited.
Hazen Bean as pilot, and Donald
Saturday Special—40 varieties
Yesterday he returned to his home
To relieve the unemployment I,each of the North National Bank in Winthrop none the worse for an
situation and assist in returning staff as passenger. This plane, fly experience which gave Rockland Its
business conditions to normal, while ing at approximately 3000 feet, was greatest thrill of the year.
at the same time saving public funds, up for Scout duty, and cruised con
the American Farm Bureau Federa tinually in the locality where the
THE CAMDEN ZONE
tion is recommending that its state drop might be expected.
organizations throughout the coun
Gaining an altitude of 14,400 feet Optometrists Met With Dr.
try endeavor to impress their respect is not the work of an instant. The
Green and Hear An Inter
ive state legislatures this winter with
the possibility of extending their watching crowd saw the Cessna
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
esting Address
maneuver until it had reached that
road building operations.
Forty-two state legislatures are height, the plane growing smaller
meeting during the next few months and dimmer to the eye as it climbed The Camden Zone of thc Graduate
Clinic Foundation of Optometry was
ar.d Sam H. Thompson, national
president of the Federation believes Into the ether.
held recently at the office of Dr. Ken
One of the cabin doors had been neth Green, Camden.
this affords opportunity to push the
TUNE IN
road construction work which farm removed, and through this Skinner
ers are demanding. Addressing a finally made a headlong dive. Pilot There were six members present:
Dr. Mcrvyn Bird, Belfast; Dr. Ken
WEDNESDAY
letter to state Farm Bureau execu
tives, Mr. Thompson points out the Phillips, busy with the plane’s me neth Green, Camden; Dr. Frank E.
situation which he says warrants the chanism, never knew the exact Morrow, Camden; Dr. Walter P.
8.00 P. M. Eastern Standard Time
consideration of all state Farm Bu minute when his passenger quit thc Conley, Rockland; Dr. James F. Bur
Over Station WE A F New York
reau leaders.
On a Coaat-to-Coaat hook-up of
‘It is apparent," he wrote, “tha* ship, but Stanley Boynton in a rear gess, Rockland, and the chairman,
during times of business depression scat checked the high dive with his Dr. Bradford F. Burgess, Rockland.
National Broadcastinf Company
it is proper to push public construc stop watch, and saw that 22 seconds The papqr was entitled, "The Syntion programs. Two reasons for this had elapsed when the parachute Critic Faculty in Differential Diag
stand out. First—the development
nosis.” It was read by Dr. Bradford
of public construction programs Help opened. So rapidly had darkness Burgess. Following this a general
come
on
that
the
whirling
bauble,
to relieve the unemployment situa
discussion was held on various points
OUR
tion and to return business conditions between 6000 and 7000 feet above the brought out during the course. Then
to normal. Second—and in my Jude earth, was lost to view.
with a member as a patient, the
CHRISTMAS CLUB
ment, of most importance—during
theory of the study was worked out
The
wind
was
variable
in
the
business depression the public money
clinically for its practical and
PROGRAM
southwestern sector and had fresh applicable possibilities.
buys more.
“This is particularly true at this ened somewhat. Thc time of the
time and since 42 state legislatures drop was 4.25.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
are meeting this winter, it seems well
What is the sensation like drop
to consider the possibility of particu
If I had to live my life again I would
larly urging the immediate extension ping from an altitude of 14.440 feet have
made a rule to read some poetry
of farm-to-market road building with no parachute open? Don’t ask and
listen to some music at least once
within each state.”
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a
Mr. Thompson points out that Bernard Skinner because at that mo loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
money can be obtained by the state ment he had too many things on his
SOLITARY REAPER
at the lowest rate of interest avail mind to answer fool questions. As BeholdTHE
her. single In the field,
able for years; that construction ma he leaped through the open door of
Yon solitary Highland Lass!
terial prices are the lowest in 10
Reaping and singing by herself;
Stop here, or gently pass!
years; that there is an ample supply the Cessna, he found himself turning Alone
she cuts and binds the grain.
a complete somersault. And then he
of
labor
with
labor
costs
consider

And
sings a melancholy strain;
♦
ably under that of the last few years, went into what he assumed was a Oh, listen, for the vale profound
Is overflowing with the sound.
and that engineering and other tech spin, traveling head foremost at a
30 PIECE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
nical talent is available at lower
nightingale did ever chaunt
speed which he estimates as better NoMore
welcome notes to weary bands
costs.
UNDER DIRECTION OF CESARE SODERO
Of travellers in some shady haunt.
"All. of these things,” he says, than 100 miles an hour.
Among Arabian sands;
"would guarantee that the taxpayer
If one’s flight of imagination is A voice so thrilling ne'er was heard
♦
♦
♦
would be getting more for his money equivalent to the task let him figure In springtime from the cuckoo-bird.
Breaking thc silence of the seas
on road work done during the next
An outstanding musical program brought to you
twelve months than could have been out what that sensation would be Among the farthest Hebrides.
through the courtesy and cooperation of
obtained during the last several like.
Will no one tell me what she sings?—
the plaintive numbers flow
years. By taking advantage of the
Skinner indulged in some marvel ForPerhaps
old. unhappy, far-off thlnga.
present conditions the Farm Bu ous aerial contortions in the hope of
And battles long ago;
reau's program of economy in gov
Or is it some more humble lay,
matters of today?
ernment and the general public in righting himself, but they did not Familiar
natural sorrow, loss or pain.
terest in the extension of farm-to- bring about the desired results and Some
That has been, and may be again?
market roads could be furthered.”
when he found himself going so fast Whatcer the theme the Maiden sang
As if her song could have no ending,
Continuous service of steaks and that he could not see the ground he I saw
her singing at her work.
pulled the rip-cord and the para
chops
and
supper
specials
are
now
And o’er the sickle bending;—
Oar Naw CHRISTMAS CLUB will won be open
I listened, motionless and still,
featured
at
Mrs.
Thurlow
’
s.
The
chute
opened,
according
to
Hoyle.
lor ■embenhip. CALL FOR PARTICULARS.
And as I mounted up the hill.
luncheon idea in connection with the
Up to that moment it is estimated The music in my heart I bore.
ice cream parlors has met with high
heard no more.
that Skinner had dropped about 7000 Long after it wasWilliam
Wordsworth.
favor,
109-tf

LOBSTER STEW, 20 CENTS

These were the words which Governor Bradford used
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Being Shown By Our Citizens
Parachute Jumper Leaves Plane Far Inland 14,400 Feet Up,
At Thanksgiving—Young A. L. Anderson of Camden Rear Commot’ore of the New

TOASTED ICE CREAM SANDWICHES

THANKSGIVING

THREE CENTS A COPY

Tuesday
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FLOYD GIBBONS
MME. LOUISE HOMER
ANNA CASE

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
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The Courier-Gazette

WHY

THERE

IS

DEPRESSION

TIIRF.E-TIMES-A-WEEK_______
Rockland. Me.. Nov. 25, 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie,
who on oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Nov. 22. 1930. there was printed a total
of 6264 copies.
W. H. BUTLER,
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 25, 1930

industrial Engineer Holmes Talks Frankly To Business Men
At Chamber of Commerce Banquet

OUR RELATION TO BUSINESS HOUSES

HOLIDAY BOUTS

Kid Alrick and Red Grange
.
.........
Head
Local Card
For The Community Owes Much To the Firms On Its Main

Streets—They Are The City In Some Respects

Thanksgiving Night

"Bud Fisher,' as match-maker,
The annual banquet of the Rock- I cement dust Mr. Holmes expressed
The other day we overheard a stranger remark while standing in front
his initial bow to the public
land Chamber of Commerce last | the hope that it would be settled in makes
Thursday
night
at
Empire
Theatre.
of
one
of the best establishments in town. "My, but that man is jertainly for
Be strong and of a good courage; night marked a change of ad- i the minimum of time and to tbe
As Bud has been in the boxing game tunate to have a business of that kind in such a good locality.” "Lucky" was
be not afraid, neither be thou dis ministration, Alan P. McAlary being satisfaction of all concerned,
mayed; for the Lord thy God is with succeeded in the president’s chair by
“Beginning with this cement mill for seven years, meeting all comers,
thee whithersoever thou goest.— Col. Basil H. Stinson. Col. Stinson Maine acquired quite a number of he pretty nearly knftws who can hardly the word we would have used in connection with that business, for we
Joshua 1:7.
is general agent of the Vinalhaven new industries," said the speaker. fight and who should give the fans a knew the inside story of how and wiry that particular merchant had made
& Rockland Steamboat Co., a past “It came at a time when the peo- good run for their money. With an outstanding success of his business.
commander of the Maine Depart- . pie had begun to wonder if New "Kid Alrick ” of Sanford and Red
A^SO THE MERCHANT SHIP
___
ment of the American Legion and an j England no longer offered industrial Grange of Portland, both sluggers
Of course, that merchant was fortunate in choice of business and loca
: active worker in all undertakings for , opportunities and was heralded as a from the tap of the bell, both known tion, and owed much to the community and the surrounding trade territory
Having previously en- . the city’s betterment.
| good sign in a dark sky. The State by everyone he thinks he has a
joyed the notable pub- j "We have a vast amount of work has been growing, and if it had not j rugged fight for the top of his card. for the patronage and support which he had received. But, (and this thought
Al Wilson is back and going
lications of the Ma- t0 do' and 1 exPect the co-operation been for this depression several other strong; in fact is better and stronger occurred with startling force,) our city owes much to that progressive mer
J
| of the members," said Col. Stinson, i large industries would have located
than ever, and is matched back with chant, too. He is rendering a distinct service to all of us, and is bettering
line Research Society "I shall try to do in deeds what I here."
our city materially, with liis business and through his personal efforts.
naturally enlarges our ' cannot put in words
Mr. Holmes told of the attempt Cecil Grant of Waterville; these two
boys
met
in
Augusta
last
week
and
With the advent of good roads and rapid transportation, the changing
which
has
been
made
to
find
why
welcome of this pres The report of Donald C. Leach was
gratifying one for the Chamber existing industries have pot been gave the main bout of the evening merchandising conditions, Rockland has been thrown into competition with
ent volume, "Ameri abegan
the year with $25.08 in the till, prospering. It has served as a good although the card did not read that other cities which in former years were considered too distant to offer trad
can Merchant Ships," and ended with $601.83. The total excuse for some to attribute it to way. Wilson is out to get him Thurs
night. Says Al., watch this one. ing facilities to the people in this district. Our competition from other com
with which Frederick I receipts were $3872.56 and the total inefficient business management, but day
Young
Oddette and Eddie Kid Roy munities has increased, but on tlie other hand, our potential trading area
behind it lies the question of finance.
C Matthews supple-: disbursements were $3270.73.
will keep the boys on edge for four has been greatly expanded. In fact, it is possible for Rockland to draw busi
, . ... _...
The unemployment situation was The speaker told of the rapid growth periods
as neither of these boys ever
ments his America l again stressecj by Everett F. Greaton of the West, and how our capital has
ness from several times the size area of former times. Our opportunities
Clipper Ships,” pub- of the Department of Labor, who for gone there until New England has steps back. Young Gray of Belfast have become greater. Tlie progressive merchant referred to by the stranger
the
Waldo
County
bearcat
will
tackle
1927. Between these ! the past week has been telling local been forgotten. What Maine needs Young Delano of Waterville and with has been one of those who have grasped the opportunity and is bringing
lished
overs ol a handsomely printed book service clubs and others that the un- is courage and capital.
"I have yet to find two men who a fast opener between K. O. Caro and business and friends from distant places to this section.
,
' employed should make haste to
v. e get the story of more than
regjster, and that the public at large agree on the causes or solution of the Mystery Kid wil! round out an
Individually, and as a city we owe him much, and liis value to us collec
that will settle most any
hundred square-riggers, vessels of the should co-operate by furnishing jobs, the business depression." said Mr. evening
tively, as a community asset, cannot be overestimated.
turkey
dinner.
Get
in
touch
with
period following the old-time clip-: no matter how small. He cited an in- Holmes. "We alternately become too "Bud’’ for reservations.
So. too, with the other business concerns, and the professional men of
spendthrifty. Then we quiet down
pers, which were built with an eye to
poj»y
there was em_ composed of Richard Whitmore. Harthe town. Most of them cheerfully acknowledge their indebtedness to our
She—"I’ve been asked to get mar community, and wc as individuals should acknowledge our indebtedness to
spaed, whild these of later time con- p]Oyment for a man, laying brush, and make up our minds we will never
ried lots of times.”
cerned themselves chiefly with the ‘ The work would occupy only two do it again. Production has been so
them by giving them all the assistance we can. and as much of our patronage
He—“Who asked you?"
business of larger cargoes. And yet1 hours, but it was given to a man who simplified that the manufacturers Site—-"Mother and Father."—Life. as possible.
can create faster than the product
these later craft were not
g ■ 0{ Commerce that he was down to his can be used."
point
some of them reg- __
jast cen
Manyv other
r__ of speed,
.
___t ___
___ citizens
_____ can
__
Mr. Holmes declared that the peoistering records that shone well bf- > provide just such opportunities ini pie are buying more things than they
side the fieures that the clipper ships this emergency.
should buy, and that the things
side the g
P
“This is a situation that cannot be ! which go back onto the market in the
hung up.
taken too seriously," said President, way of retrenchment are the things
The period that this volume covers stinson. "We are having many ap which should not have been bought.
is roughly that of 1865 to 1885, the list I plications for work, but the oppor- "Buy things you need, but don't kid
people by buying those you don't
embraeine snips
shiDs largely
being industrial
turned in slowly."
embiacing
largely the
me product
piuu t tunities
Geraldare
Holmes
engineer want."
of Maine yards. As one reads out tne j for the Central Maine Power Co.—a
Mr. Holmes expressed a doubt if
names of them, and the names of pleasing and convincing speaker— j there will be any substantial business
the men who built them and trod \ discussed the present situation as it , revival before next fall.
relates to industry and business deThe banquet last night was at the
their quarter decks, there rises a pression.
i Thorndike Hotel, with its usual exvision of past days that to these I Referring to the campaign against i cellent service.
regions of the coast were glorious. Let '.
us call the roll of some of the ships.
"ON MY SET"
WITH THE BOWLERS
launched from Thomaston yards and
mentioned in these pages:
Football
fans cannot
find
The Federals in the City League
Abner I. Benyon. 1874, Alfred I fault with the reception they
and the Five Aces in the Countyhad in the Saturday games
League are having a walkover as the
Watts, 1874, Alfred D. Snow, 1877, have
thus far.
Thanksgiving day
Andrew Johnson, 1866. Cyrus Wake-! there will be the annual Cornell- season starts, but it is altogether
too early to do any predicting. The
field, 1882. Eliza McNeil, 1871, Harvey ’ Pennsylvania game to tune in
City League has one postponed game
Mills, 1876, Joseph B. Thomas, 1881. on, and Saturday there will be —Forty Club No. 3 vs. Burpee Furni
several big games.
ture; and the County League has
L. B. Gillchrest, 1856. R. D. Rice. 1883.
three postponed games—Forty Club
Samuel Watts, 1870. Besides these1
An exceptional opportunity to
No. 2 vs. Central Maine; Perry's
we read of the Frederick Billings. test the tone range of their radio Market vs. Kickapoo; and Kickapoo
receiving
sets
will
be
afforded
1885, and ethers built at Rockport,
vs. Forty Club No. 2. Here is how
Saturday night, during
the leagues stand:
famous in their day, and many; listeners,
the General Electric Hour when
City League
launched at Bath, for captains who WGY and associated network
Won Lost P.C. P.F
hailed from this part of Maine. In j stations of the National Broad
Federals ............. 13 2 .867 4042
illustrations the book discloses nearly : casting Co. will present Walter • Burpee
Furniture 8 2 .800 2631
a hundred of these ships, also with Damrosch and his orchestra, the I. L. Snow Co..... 10 5 .667 3949
Russian Symphonic Choir, Mischa
Forty Club 3 ....
6 4 .600 2662
portraits of many of their skippers, Levitzki, pianist and Floyd Gib
The Pirates ......
7 8 .467 3965
men whose names once were bons, science reporter.
Rock. Body Shop 5 10 .333 3895
“familiar as household words" in the
5 10 .333 3819
The National Broadcasting Co. ! Street Railway ....
ports of the world—Frank F. Curling,:
Ford Motor Co. .. 1 14 .067 3953
announced recently that Jascha
{Jewell B. Jordan, Warren F. Mills,
Weekend Standing Of
Heifetz, violinist, never before
Knox County League
William J. Tobey—these and others: heard on the radio, has signed a
Won Lost P.C.
like them, showing in countenance contract to play over the NBC
Five Aces .......... 14
those qualities of intelligence, dar network Dec. 21. His broadcast
Forty Club No. 2 4
ing fee is reported to be larger
ing and command that gave these than any ever paid a broadcast Dark Horses ......
Yankee skippers high reputation artist. Heifetz, until the signing Perry's Market ..
wherever they flew a flag on the of this contract, was one of a L.P.C. Dragons ....
Central Maine .. .
trio of famous musicians un
open seas or dropped anchor when
Wholesalers ........
willing to succumb to the lure of
they came to port.
Kickapoo ........... 0
the
microphone.
Paderewski
FULL MIXTURE
The I. L. Snow Co. was 90 pins to
We find in the told story of these and Kreisler are the other two.
the merry when it got through with
pages much that fascinates, tales of
the trolleyites at Carr’s Friday night.
Stanley C. Boynton will broad
SPLENDID
voyages, of adventure, of danger run, cast
Per 4k»WC t
The pins were falling reluctantly tor
over WBZ about 5 o’clock this
of shipwreck and disaster, of rescue j afternoon.
both teams, Coombs being the only
Pound
bowler to get into the century class.
and deeds 6? heroism that thrill. We
He
led
Willis
by
one
pin
for
high
to

In the old-fashioned New Eng
should like to retell in these columns
tal. The summary:
some of those graphic stories dealing' land Thanksgiving observance to
I. L. Snow Co—Beaudoin, 255;
be portrayed in the Mobiloil
with men whose names are not yet broadcast tomorrow evening at
Snow, 252; Willis, 265; Ames, 247;
Brault, 260; total, 1279.
forgotten in Knox County.
8.38, over WEEI Martha Atwood,
Street Railway — Coombs, 266;
soprano and former Metropoli
Mr. Matthews has gathered by
Morse, 202; Lane, 220; Gregory, 253;
GOOD LUCK
tan
opera
star,
will
sing
“
The
Per Lb.
patient and extended research a
Leach, 248; total, 1189.
Quest,” a poem by Mrs. Grace
LEMON PIE
j £££*•„.C
I The Wholesalers hit a fast clip in
great amount of interesting material Coolidge.
their match with Perry's Market Fri
*•>««••••
pertaining to those vanished and
FILLING
day night, but it wasn’t a circum
Those who read Ring Lard
romantic days and has made it into
stance to what the boys from the big
» THREE CROW—WHOL1
ner's
short
stories
will
be
inter

a book that handsomely complements
store did in the second string, when
ested to know that he is to be in
the scene of other volumes treating terviewed by Grantland Rice in one Mister Norton toppled 134 of the
Tins
’
♦
Per Pkg. *
of the old sailing day6, which the the Cocoa Cola broadcast tomor . sticks. His other strings were 94 and
97,
so
he
had
no
trouble
in
placing
a
Marine Research Society has put into row night at 10.30 over WEEI.
flrst mortgage on high total. The
•••••••♦•
print so worthily. The Couriersummary:
NATION
The third concert by the De
iazette has had occasion frequently troit Sympony Orchestra over ; Perry’s Market — Phillips, 288;
WIDE
Schofield, 276; Abbott, 279; Goodwin,
to allude to this series of publications, WNAC tomorrow evening at 10 301;
ALL
Norton, 325; total, 1469.
which cover a unique field and ap o’clock will mark the final ap
Wholesalers—Jordan, 253; Grover,
preciate in value as each year sets us pearance in America of Ossip 306; Glidden, 262; Brown, 286; Rogers,
Gabriiowitsch, celebrated pianist
280; total, 1427.
further away from the glorious period
and conductor of the group. The
Last week's results at Carr’s: Burof which they treat. We believe the
remaining broadcast will be
i pee Furniture, 1358; Ford Motor Co.,
books are to be found on ithe shelves under the baton of Victor Kolar, I 1281; Kickapoo, 1410; Five Aces, 1335.
of our local libraries. There is noth-'
THREE CROW—Pure
C ♦ 2-LB BOX
THE HOOPSTERS
ing to be found there likely to delight
the reader more.
Knox & Lincoln Basketball
Tan and Black
Every day more unemployed are
Schedule For Coming Sea
registering at the Chamber of Com
merce. There are painters, paper
son Is Given
hangers, engineers, truck drivers and
PROM GAPE COO
woodsmen. In faot there are men
The Courier-Gazette is indebted to
to do any kind of work to be done. Principal
C. Sturtevant of Thom
All should get behind this as a com aston HighL. School
a copy of the
munity and endeavor to find some Knox and Lincoln for
League’s basket- i
work for these men and women to do.
The Chamber has been able to place ball schedule. The first games will
a few. Appeal is also made to the be played Jan. 9. Here is the list
farmers round about. Have they complete:
Jan. 9—Rockport at Rockland—
some wood to cut now? Have they
some pastures to be cleaned of brush? Camden at Lincoln Academy.
Jan. 14—Rockland at Lincoln.
Anv repairing on their buildings?
Jan. 16—Thomaston at CamdenIf so, call Chamber of Commerce.
Lincoln Academy at Rockport.
Jan. 23—Rockland at ThomastonPer
Rev. Howard A. Welch, for the last Rockport at Lincoln Academy.
two years, pastor of the Court Street
PM.
Jan. 27—Camden at Rockport.
Baptist Church, Auburn, until con
Jan. 30—Lincoln Academy at!
solidation with the Auburn United Thomaston—Rockland at Camden.
Per
Baptist Church, has accepted a call
Feb. 4—Rockland at Rockport.
to the pastorate of the Warren Bap
Lb.
Feb. 6—Thomaston at Lincoln
tist Church and commenoed his Academy—Camden at Rockland.
AAAAA to EEE Sizes itp q
duties there last Sunday. Mr. Welch
Feb. 11—Rockport at Thomaston.
was previously pastor at the Brewer
Feb. 13—Thomaston at Rockland— j
Listen to
Baptist Church, going there from the Lincoln Academy at Camden.
ENNA JETTICK
Littlefield Memorial Church of this
Feb. 18—Thomaston at Rockport.
citv His return to this vicinity is
Melodies | Songbird
Feb. 20—Camden at Thomaston.
Every
Every
hailed by his Knox County friends.
March 4—Rockport at Camden.
SUNDAY
TUESDAY
Evening
Evening
March 6 —Lincoln Academy at
WEAF
WJZ
The Salvation Army tag day. Sat Rockland.
and Associated Stations
urday, netted the diligent workers
----------------l-Lb.
$113.10. and brought the budget, Fond Mother—"How much do you
Mail Orders Filled Promptly
drive up to an even $1000. A few charge for taking children’s photoBox
more calls are to be made, and some graphs?"
more responses from promises are Photographer—" Five dollars a
hoped for. The result is far short of dozen."
the goal, but will cheer the Army in Fond Mother—"You'll have to give
TRADE AT A NATION-WIDE STORE. You know the owner
ROCKLAND, MAINE
no small measure as the workers go me more time, I have only ten now.”
ebout their winter tasks.
'—Sniper.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

HALF PRICE
ON HATS
Selling at

$3.95 $8.00 $8.50
and $10.00
This means a real value in New Millinery, sold

at Half Price for This Week

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 24 TO NOVEMBER 29

mixed;

Walnuts Per

NUTS J:M
°
MINCE MEAT

X7

c.n

{PUMPKIN b"tC"18

StuHed ‘^{Little
Olives
>4 |
_

Bus ter j Dunham’s
»Cocoanut

IX

Pop Corn

2 25
<o
SS*’“"e 3 " X5‘ (Ribbon
Bell’s
Candy
tor A'
39
Pkg. V
0(lean Sfira y' Pure Cranberry Sa uee
3C
“D Pineapple
9C
Pres<
Jar 4 9C

Minute Per Pkg ♦
Tapioca X2C ♦

♦ CARAWAY SEED

Seasoning

OXFORDSFORFALl

Sf V

»&9CI

Strawberry or
Raspberry

2-u yg

Nut Tops||S PITTED DATES
KELLOGG’S ™EEE
CARAMELS

Basils
Pecans

McLain’s Shoe Store

Walnuts
Filberts

39

ORANGE PEKOE

TEA

21
w

Atwater-Kent
Radio
x

$139.20 complete
CASH OR EASY TERMS
Ask For Demonstration

J. A. Karl 6 Co.
Authorized Dealer

Telephone 745-W

Rockland, Me.

127-128thenT-8-150

FURNITURE
i EPAIRING
DEI
Rg
EFINISHING
^-UPHOLSTERING
SUP COVERS MADE TO ORDER
Let us call and give you a free estimate

CARL E. FREEMAN
Tel. Rockland 551-J

Glencove, Me.
137T-6141

The Choice of Wisdom

SSC

Formoia Oolong » ™™

TEA

XT

“Fresh from the Gardens”
In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags

798

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Nov. 25-26—High School play, "Not So
Long Ago" ln thc auditorium
Nov. 26—First annual ball ot Rockland
police department ln Temple hall
Nov. 27—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 27 (10 a. m.)—Union Thanksgiv
ing service at the Littlefield Memorial
Church.
Nov. 27—Chapin Class dance at Temple
hall.
Dec. 1—Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R.,
meets with Mrs Irene Moran.
Dec. 1—Ruth Mayhew Tent Christmas
talr. G. A. R. hall.
Dec. 3—Annual Methodist fair.
.Dec. 3—Rockport—Annual Christmas
fair and supper of the Methodist Ladles’
Aid.
Dec. 3-4— Thomaston—Annual Fair of
the Ladles Aid at the Methodist vestry.
Dec. 10—Fair and supper of Women’s
Auxiliary of St. Peter's Church.
Dec. 10—Rockport—Christmas fair and
supper of Baptist Sewing CircleDec. 10—Thomaston—Christmas fair of
the Episcopal Ladles' Guild In the parish
rooms.

Weather This Week

Capt. Herbert Philbrook flew to
Portland yesterday to Join the steam
ship Savannah of the Portland and
New York line.
A shipwreck scene, cleverly done in
oils by Prank T. MacDonald, the
Dunton avenue mason, is attracting
much attention in the W. H. Glover
Co.'s display window.

---

7

Charles Thornton entered upon hls
annual two weeks’ vacation from the
iurpee Furniture store Saturday,
e will spend the greater part of it
with his son Wendell, who is teaching
in Massachusetts.
Ye Olde Mille” Miniature Golf
course at the bridge in Vinalhaven
was opened recently with Charles
;ar and L. N. Lawrence of this city
lng an exhibition
Ditlon match on thp
nine-hole course.
A
James F. Carver, Homer E. Robin
son and Albert S. Peterson saw the
Harvard and Yale game at New
Haven Saturday. Trafford, one of
the Harvard guards, is a summer
resident of North Haven.

Weather outlook for week in North
and Middle Atlantic States: Except
for rain at end of week, generally fair
weather is probable, although snow
flurries_ will gradually become colder
until tonight, when the temperature Hebron Academy boasts one of the
will be considerably below normal. finest schoolboy bands in the State.
Rising temperature latter part ot The uniforms are very natty, with
week.
white trousers, shirt, cap and sweater,
4iid green tie. Among the members
The First National store has va is Almon B. Cooper Jr., of this city.
cated its quarters in the Chisholm
block at The Brook.
THANKSGIVING SERVICES

The Woman's Association of the
First Baptist Church meets Wed
nesday at 3 oclock in the vestry.

Mrs. Belle Frost, district deputy
grand matron, inspected Ivy Chap
ter, O.E.S. at Warren Friday evening.

The union Thanksgiving serv
ice of the Rockland churches,
will be held in the Littlefield
Memorial Baptist Church on
Thanksgiving morning from
10 to 11. Rev. G. H. Welch of
the Universalist Church will
present the message.

There will be a business meeting
of the United Spanish War Veterans' Oolden Rod Chapter, O.E.S. meets
Auxiliary Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. Friday evening. There will be no
at Legion hall.
supper, but refreshments will be
Served under the direction of Mr«.
Following is the standing for Ivy Chatto after the meeting. Visit
Thanksgiving prizes at Carr's alleys: ors from other chapters are always
Lynch, 138, turkey: S. Willis, 135, welcome.
goose; Jordan, 130, duck; F. Black,
125, chicken.
Lively Interest is being displayed in
the dance to be given in Temple hall
Ex-Mayor Carver will tell the Lions Thanksgiving night under the aus
Club tomorrow noon about the im pices of Chapin Class. Dean's Or
portant work of the New England chestra will furnish music. Mr.s.
Council whose meetings in Boston he George L. St. Clair Is chairman of
attended last week.
the activity.
The operators' licenses of ten al
leged traffic violators have been in
definitely suspended by Secretary of
State Smith. The list includes
George Curtis of Rockland.

Private Donald G. Annis of Co.
M. Fifth Infantry, Fort McKinley,
underwent an appendicitis opera
tion Thursday at the station hospi
tal, Fort Banks, Winthrop, Mass.

M. L. Harris, general passenger,
agent of the Maine Central
Railroad, advises The CourierGazette that the summer steam
boat service between Rockland,
Dark Harbor, Harborslde and
Castine, which was discontinued
Sept. 21, will not be resumed the
coming summer. This route has
been the subject of careful study
and analysis for several seasons,
and the discontinuance is
necessitated by continued loss in
operation, Mr. Harris states.

TLL DREADFUL INFANTILE
The W.C.T.U. will c • et with Mrs.
William Brawn, 276 Broadway, Fri
day at 2.30. (Please notice change in Deaths from infantile paralysis in
After a brief illness which came as
a shock to her many friends, Ada S., A Waldoboro Pen of Rhode place of meeting). Subject, Review Maine this year have passed the 1927
the Annual Address of the Na epidemic mark and may reach the
widow of Charles A. Gardner, died
Island Reds Sixth In Maine of
tional President, Miss Annie Frye, proportions of the 1916 epidemic
Nov.
4
at
the
home
of
her
daughter,
j
Annual High School Play, Auspices Senior Class
leader. Those wishing to contribute which was one of the highest in
Contest
Mrs. Mervyn E. Flanders, 224 Cam
articles for the comfort bags will Maine history, according to the State
Department. The records
den street.
The second week of the Maine egg- take toilet soap, tooth brushes, shav Health
153 cases have been reported
Mrs. Gardner was born at Ten laying contest found quite a few of ing cream, or any thing else that show
ant's Harbor, April 20, 1860, daughter the birds are laying better than they will add to the comfort of a sick this year and 23 deaths, compared to
22 deaths in 1927 and 26 in 1916.
soldier.
of John and Sarah Seavey. The early did the first week.
part of her life was spent in her home
A pen of Rhode Island Reds owned
town, later coming to Rockland where by Twin Spring Farm, Dexter, still
she had since made her homc. Mrs. leads the contest with a total of 121
Seats checked Nov. 24-25 at Chisholm’s and at the
Gardner with her sunny disposition eggs and 108.80 points. Second high
was a loving mother, a friend to all.' honors go to J. A. Anderson of Wal
High School
happiest when she could speak a word nut Hill, with a total of 118 eggs and
of cheer, or do a deed of kindness. 106.15 points. Leslie D. Bartholomew
"Not So Long Ago” is a worthy addition to the list of successful
Unselfish in her ways, she lived for i of Torrington, Conn., takes third |
plays. It is being coached by Miss Olive Pride of the Faculty.
others.
place with a total of 103 eggs and
Funeral services were held from' 54.20 points. These are all Rhode
The proceeds will go to the Washington Trip Fund.
Littlefield Memorial Church, Rev. L. Island Reds.
G. Perry officiating. Favorite hymns Fourth place goes to a pen of White
139-141
were sweetly rendered by Mrs. Eve Leghorns owned by Mount Hope
A rehearsal of the Seth Parker cast, Charles A. Palmer is recovering lyn Hart and Miss Olive Bragg. Many Farm of Williamstown. Mass., with
will be held tonight at 8.30 at the M from a throat operation at Knox friends gathered to pay tribute to a total of 105 eggs and 91.80 points.
E. vestry. Rev. Jesse Kenderdine is Hospital.
her memory and the beautiful floral The pen of White Plymouth Rocks
directing.
pieces which surrounded her casket owned by E. A. Hirt of South Wey- !
Chapin Class will meet tonight at bore testimony to love and regard. mouth, Mass., is making a good rec
That new steel bridge which is being the Universalist vestry instead of Mrs Gardner is survived by two ord for itself, having laid a total of 93
flung across the St. Georges River j with Mrs. Calderwood.
daughters, Mrs. Edgar W. Barter and eggs and 94.20 points.
Mrs. Mervyn E. Flanders; three Foster D. Jameson of Waldoboro I
at South Warren looks good to the
—
X
traveling public, which hopes to Gerald Margeson of Owl's Head Is grandchildren; two brothers, James has some good layers in the Rhode
soon be taking advantage of the the new agent for The Metropolitan Hall. Elmore, and Geo. N. Hall, Cam Island Red class, his pen ranking
short cut. It has been a long while Life Insurance Co., telephone, den; three sisters, Mrs. Charles E. sixth, with 88.6 points.
Gregory, Glencove; Mrs. Sidney Dow.
coming, but will be greatly appreci 1162-M.
Martinsville, and Mrs. Alvin Rich
ated when the road is opened to
Fortunes Lost
traffic.
Enroute for Portland late Saturday ards of Rockland. Interment was in More than 500 old men and women
night, Frank Thompson, Ernest the family lot at Tenant's Harbor. have filed applications for benefits
Three lads whose ages range from Thompson, Raymond Thompson and
under the old-age relief law of New
MISS HELEN McLOON
12 to 15 were before Recorder Butler Donald Haskell encountered an un
York State that becomes effective ’
yesterday and learned that break expected obstacle in the form of a
next January. The group Included
Miss Helen McLoon, who relin artists, former actresses, formerly
ing, entering and larceny is a very large deer. The machine knocked
serious offense. They had stolen two the animal galley west, but at last quished her duties as pookseeper ior | well-to-do business men and a
the Livingston Manufacturing Co. ; sprinkling cf various professions.
guns from Dr. Walter D. Hall's cot- I accounts he was still running.
some time ago on account of ill health Most of the applicants were between
tage at Port Clyde besides devouring
some eatables they had found there. I A snecial Thanksgiving feast was died Sunday at the Maine General 70 and 75 years old. One was 90
They were placed in the custody of held by the Forty Club yesterday Hospital. The remains were brought | years old.
their parents.
with appropriate remarks by several to this city where funeral services i A significant feature of the applinon-combatants.
A remarkable were held at St. Bernard's Church
was that practically all
Samuel Dubb of Malden, Mass., | musical program was led by J. C. this morning. The Interment was in i cations
recorded stories of lost fortunes,
Thomaston.
was acquitted in. Recorder Butler’s Burrows. Two names were present
j inability to find work, lack of family
court Saturday of "driving at a ed for membership and considerable The deceased was born in Houlton , connections and dire distress. Evi
26
years
ago,
daughter
of
the
late
greater rate of speed than reason accumulated business disposed of.
dence of this nature points the wis
Mr. and Mrs. William H. McLoon, dom of purchasing insurance that
able.” The action followed an acci- J
both
formerly
of
Rockland.
In
late
dent in Thomaston, when Frank The thing that impressed Freeman
makes the owner independent in hls
Jacobs, 14, dodging Mr. Dubb's car S. Young most about last night’s years she had made her home with old age.
Essential as turkey and “fixings" are Candy and Nuts
her
aunt,
Miss
Anjie
McLaughlin,
and
was knocked down by another. The Chamber of Commerce dinner was
for Thanksgiving!
had
greatly
endeared
herself
to
a
boy was taken to Dr. Hodgkins' hos the fact that somebody exchanged'
"What is your new brother's name.”
pital with a broken rib. The evidence hats with him. There were one or wide circle of friends, who found in I Little Jane—“I don't know yet. We
Chisholm’s standing for quality and choice assort
showed that Mr. Dubb's car could two other points that the vigorous spiration in her many lovely traits can't understand a word he sayfi.”—
not have been going at excessive! realtor will discuss with all comers, of character. Suffering from a mal Vancouver Province.
ments, offers exceptional values this year
speed as it was stopped inside of 20 but he feels he could talk much bet ady with which skilled surgeons
feet after the brakes were applied. ter if the man who has his hat would could not cope she fought the battle
of life bravely and uncomplainingly. Why Buffer tortures from Rheu
Ensign Otis appeared for Mr. Dubb. call 766-J and effect a change.
She is survived by one brother, Silas matism, Sciatica, Neuritia, MuicuOur Own Make
The funeral of Warren Rowland The Knox County Association for McLoon; and four sisters, Mrs. Louise lar Lamenesa, Spraina and Bruises
Hill, formerly of this city and of Rural Religious Education last night Purdy of Portland; Misses Virginia when
Rockport, was held Sunday from chose these officers: President, Dr. and Adelle McLoon of Jersey City,
N. J„ and Miss Mary McLoon of
METHYL BALM
Crozier & Bowes parlors. The service H. V. Tweedie, Rockland; vice presi Houlton.
will bring almost inatant relief!
was conducted by Rev. J. C. Mac dent, Frank H. Ingraham, Rockland;
Donald of the First Baptist Church secretary, Miss Helene Dunbar,
A acientifically compounded ex
WALNUT STUFFED
Florence Dean, Dorothy Harvey ternal
of which Mr. Hill was a member. Rockport; treasurer, Rev. F . W.
application that ahould be
Elzada
North
and
Marian
Watts,
Barton,
St.
George;
auditor,
Charles
Deceased was the son of the late Rev.
in every home. Sold only at
George Sissons Hill of this city. He M. Starrett, Thomaston; executive all pupils of Miss Bushnell are pre
is survived by his wife, five daugh committee, the above officers and senting the play "Romance of the
Johnston’s Drug Store
ters and two brothers. Dr. J. C. Hill Rev. J. L. Pinkerton, Friendship; Willow Pattern” at Wessaweskeag 73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Grange
hall
tonight
for
the
benefit
of
of Rockland and Rev. George W. Hill Rev. George H. Welch, Rockland; Dr.
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
the
church
sale
and
supper
which
is
of Penney Farms, Florida. Inter-' H. H. Plumer, Union; C. N. Cross.
75 eente
ment was in the family lot at Rock Camden; Willard Hahn, Warren and being held at South Thomaston to
Utf
day.
H. P. Blodgett, Rockland.
port.
Molasses, Wintergreen, Pepp, Clove, Cinnamon

The Postal company is constructing
a new cable line between Rockland
and Woolwich, the work being done
by a group of smart young men com
prising F. Boker, P. Price, T. Cush One of the features of the annual
man and C. Cole, who have head Methodist fair Dec. 3, will be the
quarters at the Thorndike Hotel.
Seth Parker entertainment to be
given under the direction of Miss
The outlook for a boys’ basket purdelle Strout. Nothing like it has
ball team at Crosby High School, eypr been given here, and it promises
Belfast, Is not regarded as good this tai be of unique and unusual inter- ‘
season, but the "weaker sex” is said est.
to be a strong outfit. The team plays
in Camden Jan. 30, and Camden Seventeen members of the local
High plays in Belfast March 16.
organization of the Comrades-of-1
motored to Portland Satur
A district meeting of Publix The the-Way
where they attended the State
atre managers was held in Bangor day
meeting at St. Lawrence
Sunday. Manager Dondis of the Council
Church. They made
Strand and Manager Boyle of the Congregational
trip in four cars, driven by Mrs.
Park being in attendance. The dele the
J, O. Stevens, Miss Flora Colson,1
gates were delightfully entertained Lawrence
Crane and Rev. W. S.
by City Manager Russell at the Rounds. Joseph Blaisdell accom
Country Club.
panied the party. The meeting was
lively interest, with 105 pres
Funeral services were held at one ofThc
opening ritual was con- I
Bowes and Crozier parlors Monday ent.
by the young people of St.
afternoon for the late Hiram Smith, ducted
Church, with admission
and were conducted by Rev. J. C. Lawrence
step and flag service by a group of.
MacDonald and Knox Dodge, I.O.O.F. young people from Bethel. It was
The remains are being taken to voted to hold the State council pext
Matlnicus today and services will be
held at the church at 12.30. Burial fall ln Rockland.
in family lot there.
The weekly meeting of the Speech
The turkey Shoot at Oakland Park Readers’ Club Friday afternoon was
on the forenoon of Thanksgiving featured by a birthday observance for
Day will be under the auspices of the Mrs. Mary Veazie, a charter mem- !
Knox County Fieh & Game Associa ber and one of the most active mem
tion, but is by no means confined to bers. Mrs. Veazie received several
Its membership. Anybody who likes dainty gifts, the club presenting her
good sport is invited. There will be with a bouquet of roses. Miss Eliza
a generous supply of turkeys and Hannegan of Portland conducted the
ducks, and the shoot will begin at 9 class in lip reading, much progress
o’clock. It is probable that hot being shown In this work. On the
coffee, frankfurts and doughnuts bulletin board was noted the report
will be at the disposal of the partici- of the White House Conference on
Child Health and Protection con
ducted in Washington Nov. 19-23.
At the First Baptist Church Sun Mrs. James S. Norris of Boston, vice
day morning, a Thanksgiving Hymn president of the Eastern Zone of the
was sung, thc words of which were American Federation of Organiza
written by a former pastor of that tions for the Hard of Hearing and
church. Rev. W. J. Day, now of Win Miss Persls Vose of Portland, field
throp, Mass. The hymn carries the worker, who has spoken before the
true Thanksgiving spirit. Vegetables, Rockland club, were among those
fruits and flowers in all the fall representing the hard of hearing
colorings, tastefully arranged, made child. There were nearly 3000 dele
effective decorations at the church. gates In attendance , the meeting
Thc large bouquet of chrysanthe presided over by President Hoover
mums gave an additional note of and Secretary Wilbur. Out of
45,000.000 children in the United
color and beauty.
States 7,000,000 are deficient, and
Order your Christmas Magazine these deficient ones were discussed
gift subscriptions now. Special prices from every standpoint, medical, re
for December; gift cards furnished. ligious, educational, etc., and definite
Fred E. Harden, The Magazine Man. steps taken to improve conditions.
Tel. 35-W, Rockland.
140-tf
BORN

DANCE
EVERY FRIDAY
Camden Opera House
Dean’s 6-Piece Orchestra
Admission: Men 50c; Ladies 25c
132T-Th-tf

EAT YOUR

Thanksgiving Dinner
AT

Mrs. Thurlow’s
Served from 12 to 2.30
[f convenient, please telephone “40”
for reservations
$1.25 per plate

140 *141

KALER—At Rockland, Nov. 22, to Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Kaler. a son. Richard
Fleming.

MARRIED
SPRAQUE-LEHMON—At Youngtown. O..
Nov. 10. Millard K. Sprague, formerly
of Rockland and Mlts Edythc Lehmcn
of North Lima. O.

ADA S. GARDNER

“Not So Long Ago”
NOVEMBER 25-26

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

SWEET'S

at CHISHOLM’S

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Sylvester Over
lock. who passed away Nov. 8. 1927.
v The midnight stars are gleaming
Upon a lonely grave,
Where sleeping without dreaming
Lies the one we could not save;
In dreams we see his smiling face,
And’ kiss his cold, cold brow.
And whisper, as we loved him then
We love bis memory now.

Hls Daughters.

RIBBON CANDY, 2 lb. boxes,

39c

HARD CANDY, in 5 lb. boxes,

99c

PEANUT CLUSTERS

DATES
49c lb.

35c lb.
HARD CRIMPED RIBBON CANDY
30c lb.
FRESH CREAM

PEPPS and CHECKS SALTED PECANS
98c lb.
40c lb.
ASSORTED

CHOCOLATES
36c lb.

ASST, KISSES
The Best

30c lb.

MIXED NUTS (1930 crop); lb.,

WALNUTS (1930crop); lb.,

H

29c
35c

CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS

438-484 Main Street

TU RKEV
10
CHIICKE1UC
DPbD V’
rUI\l\
FC
□

FANCY
FRESH
FRESH
NATIVES

LITTLE PIG
TO ROAST

CELERY, 2 bunches

Orange or Lemon Peel

Have you seen our delightful new line of
Cedar Chests? They are a positive revelation
of grace and beauty. You are urged to especial
ly note the type with the utility drawer.

1

.18
.25

CIGARETTES, carton 1.17 RAISINS, 3 pkgs.

FIG BARS, 2 lbs.

CEDAR CHESTS

1 b 2 lc

.29 MINCEMEAT, lb.

Rockland, Me.

THE NEW

11 b3 8c
11 b 3 5c

.25 SAGE CHEESE, lb.,
WALNUTS, lb. '
.29

fewest

.35
.29

GINGER ALE, 2 bots. .19 GUM & CANDY, 3 for .10

MIXED NUTS —
II ) 25c
TUB BUTTER
lb 39c

DIED
KfcLOON—At Portland Nov. 23. Miss
Helen McLon of Rockland, aged 26
years.
COLLEMER—At Lincolnville. Nov. 22,
Susan Knight Collemer. aged 80 years.
Funeral services Tuesday at 2 p. m.
from residence.
SMITH—At Thomaston. Nov. 22. William
Henry Smith, aged 59 years. 11 months.
RICHARDSON—At Rockland. Nov. 24.
Grace M., wife of Almon P. Richard
son. aged 49 years, 2 months. 1 day. Fu
neral Wednesday at 2 p. m. from late
residence.
GOWELL—At Union. Nov. 22. Clara T.
widow of Fred H. Gowell, aged 72
years, 9 months, 19 days. Burial at
Bath.

SMART EGG LAYERS

OLIVES
PICKLES
FANCY COOKIES

DATES
1HISSES

1

LSI

This is the largest assortment of Cedar Chests
we have ever socked and is the most complete
line in the city. All models and sizes are avail
able in many finishes, with or without drawers,
brass bound or plain in Walnut and Red Cedar.

WE WILL HOLD ANY GOODS ORDERED

FRUITS AND VEQE TAIILES

FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY!

WE HAVE EVERYTHING TO EAT

CASH OR EASY TERMS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

PERRY’S MARKET

Telephone 980
313-319 Main Street,

Rockland. Me.

iziafflHrajzjarejziziaiararejzjarajHiT i? i;fa?aia;
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VINALHAVEN
UNION
Mrs. Laura Daniels has returned
The Ladies of the G.A.R., gave a
The Issue Has Arisen In St. from a visit in Boston and vicinity.
bridge party Friday evening with 12
A very pleasant gathering at the
tables at play. Lunch was served by
George Granite Centers, special Pomona meeting Saturday
With DEFLEKTAIR metal center WINDOW VENTILATORS.
Mrs. Ola Carver Ames. Mrs. Fred
was made doubly so by the ladies ot
Strongly constructed. Adjustable to any window. Enjoy fresh
Coombs, Mrs. Susan Hopkins. Mrs.
Correspondent Claims
Seven Tree Grange who served de
air in your rooms without draught! Protect your curtains and
Leola Smith, Mrs. Sada Robbins,
licious home made candy and apples.
draperies from moisture, dust and soot.
Mrs .Charles Chilles, Mrs. Beulah
The Courier-Gazette has recently Mrs. Nettie Copeland was elected a j
Drew, Mrs. Carrie Fifield and Mrs.
made statements to the effect that delegate to the State Grange.
Ray Webster.
Rev. D. B. Holt, D.D., of Portland |
communism has a following in Knox
Mrs. A. M. Cassie returned Satur
preached a fine sermon at the M. E.
County. How large is this following? Church Sunday.
day from Knox Hospital where she
8" high, adjustable 21” to 37” wide, 35 cents
It is doubtful if anybody knows as
has been receiving treatment. She
A largely attended meeting of the
11" high adjustable 21" to 37” wide, 55 cents
the
adherents
of
this
unholy
cause
was
accompanied
by
her
daughter
ladies' aid of the M. E. Church was
i;
are unwilling to admit it. They work held Friday and much work done.
Miss Dorothy and her sister, Mrs. Al
Write or call foi; our complete catalog
3130
under cover and seldom does the At noon a chicken pie dinner was
fred Creed.
public know who they are until an served.
Mrs. Chelsea Calderwood and son
FARM, DAIRY
and
POULTRY SUPPLIES
SEEDS
i issue arises which causes them to
Charles have moved into their new
Frank Fuller has returned from a
show their true colors.
home recently purchased of Lafay
visit with his sister, Mrs. Maud Bol
Such an issue has arisen in St. ster, at Norway.
ette Carver.
LNDALL 5 WHITNEY
Never Had a
George. After the Labor Day cele
Friday afternoon from 2 until 4
A very pleasant meeting of the
bration of the paving cutters' union ladies' aid was held in the church
o'clock Mrs. P. J. Clifford enter
FEDERAL and TEMPLL STS.,
PORTLAND MAIIYE
Good Appetite
this year, which was financed by the vestry Friday of last week. There
tained neighbors at the parsonage in
business men of Rockland and St. was a good attendance and a boun
honor of her birthday. Lunch was
“I was very nervous and
George, a surplus fund of a few hun tiful dinner was served. It was one
served.
dred dollars remained. The known of the best meetings of the year?
weak and never had a good
Mrs. Annie Benner was hostess to
radical element of the Union in no
Rev. D. B Holt spoke interestingly
the Washington Club at her home
way assisted or encouraged the cele to a large congregation Sunday morn appetite. Almost every day I
Saturday evening. Supper was
would have to lie down. My
bration committees, yet they have ing.
served.
since tried by every means possible
Lora Miller is with Mrs. C. aunt used Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Mrs. Vernard Warren and Miss
NEVER let a headache inter of women depend upon Bayer to divert this surplus fund to the H.Mrs.
Seliger. Mrs. Miller has been ill Vegetable Compound and so
Lena Gilchrist returned Saturday
furtherance
of
the
cause
of
Commu

but is now convalescing.
rupt jour shopping! Or any Aspirin every month to spare
from a two weeks' visit with Mrs.
nism in this country.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Grant were at did other women. I often won
Effle
Davis Wood, Belfast.
other pain that Bayer Aspirin them from those pains peculiar
5
2. 3
J
6
4
Some will deny this statement, but Ralph Young's over the weekend
Mrs.
Rena Andrews of Tenant's
-4
dered
if
it
would
help
me
but
I
ends so quickly. These harm to women. These tablets do not
a glance at the projects upon which Mrs. Grant's mother Mrs. Carrie
1
Harbor is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
less tablets are an antidote for depress the heart; they may be
they wish to spend this money will Wentworth returned with them to hesitated to try it. After the
9
O
7 d
Walter Tolman.
affirm it.
the most acute pain. Relief is used as frequently' as there is
Portland.
first
bottle
I
felt
better,
so
1
kept
Mrs.
Edward
Greenleaf
and
chil

First is the establishment of a
ii 1
Edmund Harding Jr., entertained
almost instantaneous. Taken need of their quick comfort.
IO
12
dren Corinne and Miriam visited
workers' library. No one denies the Saturday evening in honor of his on. I have already taken five
in time, they will break up a So, it’s folly' to endure any
Rockland
Thursday.
workers the privileges of a librarv. twelfth birthday Laura and Donald bottles and feel as strong as
1 15
Mrs. Willis Kossuth returned
cold and head off discomfort. pain that Bayer Aspirin could
H
>7
lb
13
The public libraries are available to Wallace, Maurice Leach and Wallace
Thursday from Rockland.
can be.”—Jane Witek, 263
They’ll relieve your suffering relieve so promptly. Get the
all classes and contain books of Creighton.
W
NW
Mrs Charles Libby arrived Friday
W 19
every description, except those which
Mr. and Mrs. Irville Mank who are Laurie Street, Perth Amboy, N. J.
20
from neuralgia, neuritis, or the genuine, which is always to
21
18
J
for a short stay in town.
actually
teach
disloyalty
to
our
counemployed
at
Pownal
spent
the
week

like, at any time. Thousands be had at any drugstore.
w
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
Waterman
of
: try. The sponsors of this project end with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
^4
w 23
22
North Haven spent the weekend
J claim that the books in public H. E. Mank.
with
her
mother,
Mrs.
Jeanie
Gil

W
i libraries are unfit to read or to have
Miss Patt has been called to Bos
christ.
26 27
iib
29
I in the home.
ton by the illness of an aunt.
)
News was received recently of the
| Second is their desire to donate
Herbert Mank was in Bath recent
—
death of Bert L. Hunt, mayor of
I part of the fund to a college in ly looking for a planer but did not
30
31
I, dia E. Pinkham Med. Co . Lynn,'Maps.
j
Salmanca, N. Y. This past summer
! Arkansas, a suspected communist succeed in finding the kind he wanted.
Mr. Hunt and family spent several
------- subsidiary, which according to a Na
Charles A. Simmons of East Union
34
35
37 38
32 33
tional magazine, has received *23.580 was a dinner guest Saturday of Mr. went by auto with Capt. and Mrs weeks here and occupied Mrs. Pres
ICT NOW ON
I mously by the Audubon Society In in the ,ast three years from {und tQ and Mrs. W. J. Bryant.
ton Ames' home on Atlantic avenue.
Hunter.
W 40
He had been in ill health for some
41
39
opposition to reduction of bag limits. promote red activities in the United
It seems like a wave of prosperity Frank
Friends are glad to welcome Mrs. time and came to Vinalhaven hoping
.
r l M
was writ,en by lhe late charles States.
has struck Union this fall. New Wesley Mills who has arrived home
w
the change would benefit his con
Over the Policies or the Na- Sheldon, chairman of the executive Thirdly, they propose a donation to paint, shingles and general repairs
45
W4
46
V2.
43
Ib
of the American W ild. a iabor defence. There is no ques- are in evidence in all quarters. Clar from Knox Hospital where she has dition. He was a Mason, an Odd
tional Association of Au- committee
W
been
for
treatment.
Fellow of high standing and a
Fowlers. described as the principal tioty as (0 jbe red leadership of this ence Mank and Alvah Ames have
There will be work on the M. M. charter member of the Salmanca
50 W
49
^7
46
lobbying organization of those de- organization which from its last each added a sun porch to their degree
dobon Societies
in Masonic hall Dec. 4, on Rotary Club.
w
manding high bag limits.
convention is alleged to have cabled homes; H. S. Hills, Wentworth Brad
candidates.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Davis and
52
Dealing with events in Congress i greetings and assurances of loyalty ford, Rodney Messer, Mrs. Emma three
51
A conflict smouldering for several
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Allen.
Dr.
H
t
last winter, when the McNary-Hau-, t0 Russia.
and Charles Lermond have re F Kalloch. Mrs. William Gillis, Mrs children returned Saturday from a
years over policies of the National gen bag limit bill was before the can anyone support measures of Jones
cently painted their buildings; tne
53
Allen. Miss Mabel Barter and visit with relatives in Dover-Fox
Association of Audubon Societies has jjouse Committee on Agriculture, the this kind if they are not of the same M. E. Church is spic and span in a Elmer
Mrs. Willis Wilson motored to Frank croft. Mr. Davis also enjoyed a gun
broken into flame on the eve of the I pamphlet quotes from the testimony persuasion? Can anyone be loyal to new coat of paint and the Congrega lin to attend church Sunday morn ning trip and brought home a 150
rtrtrtrtrtlrt4«rtM*rt
*** «• rt * meeting
rt rt4v*> rt> rt.i
♦ V. 4Y-V
rt I -oCf WX
_ TTT
« TV.,,
« rt > 4 rt rtzJ
I 4rtV1- - ▼▼
_ XX_ ) States
l and
- T
• same tional Church has recently been new
association's rtannual
with
the
Dr.
W A.
Bruette.
editor
of Forest .the
United
atX .the
ing and to call on Rev. and Mrs. pound buck.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
publication of a pamphlet entitled and Stream, describing the Audubon time support an organization whose ly shingled; the Nazarene Church has Perley Miller and family.
Mrs. Margaret Bray visited Rock
14-Meager allowance
1-Applauding
41- Ascend
"Compromised Conservation; Can the Society as "an organization that gets aims are the disruption of its gov- been newly painted cream color with Clarence Freeman and family who land Thursday.
16- Poverty of blood
7- Spot
42-Consumtd
white
trimmings.
It
certainly
gives
Audubon Society Explain?' by Irving 1 on both sides of every question con- ernment?
Mrs.
Leslie
Stinson
returned
17- Caught
a town a eood name as DeoDle ride have been living On
Ia!and
44-Pronoun
8- Rests
Brant. St. Louis editorial writer. It I nected with conservation. They are it may interest the loyal citizens o,t0WILa
Thursday
from
Rockland.
naaie as P.e°Ple rlde ; the past summer have arrived home
!46-Assist
19- Pertaining to “six'’
10-Oscillated
g
winter. Mr Freeman's
is published by the emergency con-' on both sides, and they collect money of Knox County to learn that the through and see the buildings made
Miss Bernice Hall was in the city
47-Withholds assent
13-Knock
20- A tricky fellow
isiand was caring Thursday.
servation committee but is sponsored from both side, and the man at the paving cutters at Willard Point. Long attractive. There are probably many
51-To act in response "3-Journey
15- lrith (abbr.) .
jiu
more particularly by Mrs. Charles head of the organization gets a per- Cove and Clark Island, all in the more places that have been also im for a large flock of sheep and tending
Moses Webster Lodge will work
52- A Grecian mother
16-Obaerve
24-At
J
Noel Edge of 113 East 72nd street,1 centage of what is collected."
1 town of St. George, have decided, al- proved which the writer has not seen a large string of lobster traps.
the Entered Apprentice degree to
53- Of unequalled
18- Entrance
27-Like
•
s
l\W
New York, a life member of the Au- i The trouble in the organization is though by a small majority, to dis- or heard of.
Errol Wiley, one of the clerks for night.
excellence
*
19- Plant
Cooper Corps was inspected Nov H. F. Kalloch & Co., went to work
dubon Society.
| declared to date back to 1911. when pose of the surplus created by their
29-Close by
There will be a Thanksgiving serv
21- Extend over
VERTICAL
Mrs Edge made public a letter she' the acceptance of a gift of $25,000 J two Labor Day celebrations in this 15 by State inspecting officer Mrs again Friday after a few days’ vaca ice at Union Church Thursday eve
33-A weasel-like animal
22- Place
Eliza Plummer of Edwin Libby Re tion from the store.
has written to the officers and direc- [ a year from gun and ammunition t way.
A. L. C.
ning with special music by the
1 1-House pet
35-The principal
23- Sinew
lief Corps of Rockland in a very Frank Wiley is building a fireplace choir, song leader Carl Frederick
tors of the National Association of I manufacturers occasioned consider- i
--------------------Egyptian goddeaa
2- Employ
25- Skill
pleasing and encouraging manner. and chimney in the Talbot Aldrich son and pianist Rufus Perkins. Rev.
Audubon Societies, demanding that \ able newspaper publicity. Dr. PearTHE WINTER’S SNOW BILLS
3- Point of compass
26- Small mountain
36- Apportion
Coming from the largest corps in the cottage at Elmore. Frank is an artist Clifford Bright will be the speaker.
they publicly discuss this pamphlet, son at that time had just become <
----(abbr.)
lake
38-To one side
and a previous one written by the j executive officer of the National As- An Increased Burden For the State State to one of the smallest, she with the trowel.
There will be a Thanksgiving serv
28-Executive officer of 4-Sick
43-City of France
realized
the
difference,
but
commendprank
Robinson
has
been
doing
late Dr. W. DeWitt Miller, vice-presi- ciation of Audubon Societies, duo to Seems Probable—More Towns Have
5- Want
ice at Christian Science hall Wed
a college
45-An American orator
ed the members here for w hat thev carpenter work for Mrs. Harriet Raw- nesday evening at 7.
dent of the New Jersey Audubon So- a paralytic stroke which disabled its Applied
6- A mining tool
30- A continent
47- To dip slightly Into
have done and are trying now to too. , ^nd , nQW working for
ciety. She declares that Dr. Miller's founder and president William i
----7-Garden Implement
31- Entrance
Evangelistic services were held
water, as a bird
at Martinsvuie.
9-A long ihaft
charges, made shortly before he was Dutcher, until his death in 1920. Tlie If it cost the State approximately Mrs. Plummer was acompamed on; Hu
82-Prefix. Not
Sunday evening at Memorial liall
d news t0 learn that Mrs. which was fillet} to capacity. Rev.
48- Female saint
killed in an automobile accident, were I gift, according to New York news- $20 per mile to cooperate with 305 her visit by five sisters from Libby
i 11-Carriage
34-An elementary
(abbr.)
ignored by the association, "the papers of the time, was accepted by towns in removing the snow from Corps. Their visit was much enjoyed Mlldred slingsby of this place is gain- Clifford Bright was the speaker.
12- Raised
1 reading book
President stating that to make any j the directors by a vote of six to three.1 5525 miles of roads in 1929, how much by Cooper Corps A buffet lunch was jng Jn heaUh at Knox Hospital, where Solos were rendered by Carl Fred13- lsland State in the 49-Point of compaaa
S7-Chart
shp has been the past lwo weeks rereply would be only to give the pam-! and after a stormy two weeks of pro- will the State spend this winter, when served at close of the meeting.
Commonwealth of !
(abbr.)
,
39- A teasing desire
trickson, Blanche Hamilton Kit
phlet further publicity.’
i test led by Dr. W. T. Hornaday, the approximately 375 towns are expected
Australia
l50-Distress signal
__ ......____ .. . _ ______
ceiving treatment.
40- River in Belgium
tredge and a piano solo “The Old
Brant's pamphlet makes the charge action was rescinded. The gun and to petition for State Aid?
TENANT’S HARBOR
----------------Rugged Cross” by Rufus Perkins. A
that when Dr. T. Gilbert Pearson be- ammunition companies then used the | hast year Maine cities and towns
Everybody is enjoying the fine; Lettuce is sometimes cooked. A request number, “Where is My Wan
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
came president of the National Asso- money to found the American Game spent approximately $248,625 and summer weather.
1 head of iceberg lettuce may be cut in dering Boy Tonight,' was sung by
were reimbursed by the State to the
ciation of Audubon Societies in 1920. protective Association.
George L. Morton has shingled his I four sections, leaving a portion of Mr. Frederickson in English and
extent of approximately $110,500. house.
"thc policies of the Audubon Societies
the center core on each to hold the Swedish. Meetings will be held all
This year, with more towns petition
became the policies of duckshootingI
PORT Cl YDF
Elmer E. Allen, John K. Monaghan 1 leaves together, and braised for 30 the week at Union Church.
ing for State aid, it would appear and Ernest Rawley were in Rockland minutes in four tablespoons of bacon
clubs and gun companies.”
i
r
___
that the State's snow removal bill Friday.
“In the last 10 yeaTs,” it is de-1 „ . _
,
,__ __ „„
] fat. or until the lettuce is tender.
WALDOBORO
dared “an interlockine oreanizaCapt Samuel Watts has gone t0 will exceed that of 1929. The answer
John Morris pruned the large elm The saucepan should be covered
A Battle Creek physician says;
,tion xhas
’ xbeenx built
-ix up.g consisting
-■
x of Massachusetts to spend the winter, depends upon the total mileage,
tree in front of his house last week Serve sprinkled with salt and pepper,
Harold Glidden is in Shelbourne ‘'Cons-tipation is responsible for nu-'e
the Advisory Board to the Secretary ; Miss Julia Hawthorn has been a which has not yet been computed, and has made great improvement and if desired, a little melted butter
misery than any other cause.”
of Agriculture; the American Game recent guest of Miss Esther Seavey. and the amount of snowfall.
in it.
■ Chocolate pie filling is a favorite in Falls. Mass., this week.
But immediate relief has been
The law regulating State aid to
Miss
Geanie
Keene
of
Portland
has
Protective Association, organized and 1 The Willing Workers held a sale
There was work on the Fellowcraft winter time. Melt a square of un
found. A tablet called Rexall Order
supported by gun and ammunition in Mrs. Alice Marshall s store Tliurs- cities and towns for snow removal degree on three candidates in the sweetened chocolate in the double been the guest of her sister Mrs. 8. lies has been discovered. This tablet
permits the commission, after inves Masonic lodge Thursday evening.
I boiler and pour into it a pint of H. Weston.
companies: the American Wild Fowl■1 day.
In the Thanksgiving contest con attracts Water from the system into
Mrs. Harriet Rawley has had her scalded milk. Mix 2'h tablespooons of
ers, a lobbying organization of
Mrs. Laura Simmons entertained tigation of petitions for aid from the
towns,
to
reimburse
the
municipali

ducted
by William Kennely and Stan the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
buildinge newly shingled, improving cornstarch with 6 tablespoons of
wealthy duck hunters; the Campfire the Baptist sewing circle Wednesday
colon. The water loosens the dry
ties
to
the
extent
of
50
per
cent
of
the
ley
Vannah,
T. L. Richards was the the
their appearance very much.
sugar and add to the hot milk and
Club and the Boone and Crockett afternoon.
food waste and causes a gentle,
cost
of
clearing
the
highways,
pro

winner
of
the
goose
and
Santord
Charles Harriman has a 1929 de- chocolate.
Beat until smooth,
Club, overlapping on all of the pre- I Miss Celia Chadwick has returned
thorough, natural movement without
Allow this mixture to cook in the Winchenbach of the turkey.
ceding organizations; and the Na- from Medomak where she has spent viding the expense does not exceed livery truck bought in Boston.
forming a habit or ever increasing the
an
average
of
$50
per
mile,
for
the
Dudley
Hovey
of
Newtonvllle,
Several from this place attended i double boiler for ten minutes, retional Association of Audubon Socie- the past few weeks.
dose.
the picture “Up the River," in Rock- move from the fire, and add 1 tea- Mass., has been the guest of his par
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
ties, also overlapping.’
Mrs. Bessie Lermond of Thomaston season.
Stop suffering from constipation.
The
plowing
and
erection
of
snow
ents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
A.
Hovey.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
land Friday.
spoon of butter, ti teaspoon salt, %
was in town to attend the reception
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night. home news, at the Old South News
fences
is
performed
by
the
towns,
un

Dr.
and
Mrs.
P.
G.
Cadieu
passed
Edward Pease has been doing ce- ] teaspoon vanilla, and 2 beaten egg
Next day bright. Get 24 for ?»c to Agency, Washington St., next Old South
The Audubon Society, Brant of Mr. and Mrs. Morse Friday eve- der the supervision of the State, ment work for Eddie Hart.
| yolks. Fill a prebaked pie crlst with the weekend in Boston.
day at the nearest Rexall Drug -'tore, Church; also at M. Andelman's, 284 Tre
charges, for seven years supported a nmg
which
is
divided
into
22
supervisory
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Whitney
ot
mont St.
James Ball is cutting paving at this mixture and cover the top with
Charles W, Sheldon.
bill for interchangeable public shoot- I Rev Augustus Thompson of Hamp districts. Town ways must be cleared Hall's Quarry.
a meringue made of 2 egg whites Gorham have been recent guests ot
ing grounds and bird refuges, in op- ‘°n Beach' N H is visiting relatlV“ to a width of 14 feet. State and State
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
W.
Scott.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen had a stiffly beaten and 2 tablespoons
position to the move for permanent „e' _ _ ,,
. c„„xx
aid roads must be plowed from fine trip to Fort Fairfield last week sugar. V, teaspoon vanilla, and a
Miss Althea Kaler and Andrew
POULTRYMEN
inviolate bird refuges which finally 1 *7 ° °
? ,t° Ran.
Gilchrest
shoulder to shoulder. The commis and visited Henry's uncle, Dr. Herb- pinch of salt. Bake the pic in a Kaler went Saturday to Southern
found expression in the amended ™PP
?'’a P
"'.nd eve sion can refuse to reimburse any ert F. Kalloch.
Pines. N. C., where they will pass the
slow
oven
for
about
20
minutes
or
ATTENTION!
Monumental
Works
Norbeck-Andresen Bird Refuge Act,lChurch Sunday afternoon and evc‘ town which in its opinion has failed
Fred Watts is building a small t until the meringue is delicatelv winter.
We Want Your
Main Street
to provide adequate removal service house for Albion Williams.
and he quotes Senator Dill of Wash- , nlI?g
.
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Storer have been
i brown.
Thomaston, Maine
during
the
winter.
LIVE
POULTRY
in Portland.
Mrs. Fannie Morris and daughter I
___________
SX5JS S.'&’X
— '—•> —
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
And Will Pay Highest Market
Evelyn have charge of the Penobscot j New book is called "Colossal Blund- Miss Angela Pery entertained the
Telephone Connection
GRADE FIVE ELECTS
Price
tws
1Ks
nos:
Grill restaurant in Rockland.
| ers of the War." A buddie who went Auction Club Friday evening. Mrs,
Call or write and trucks will call.
Ernest Wiley is expected home soon , overseas says he saw it, the biggest H. R. Smith will be the hostess this
Milton
Rollins
Becomes
President
of
COHEN BROS.
would have made out of the refuges Knox Hospital
from Knox Hospital.
| bonehead play of all was when the week.
This Class At Tyler School—Other
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
parks to be used for the slaughter of
Mrs. Reid R. Pierson went to Bos- ' gentlemen who were running the Capt. Willard Wade who has been
DENTAL NOTICE
Mr.
Cole
who
has
been
the
book

Matters
birds.”
WARREN, ME.
ton Sunday to spend the winter with | show let the cooties ioin it.—Macon passing a few days at his home here,
keeper at the cold storage plant, has
DR. J. H. DAMON f
has returned to New York.
Telephone Warren 2-3
It is charged that President Pear moved his family to Boothbay where
her daughter Mrs. Feme Rice. She ; Telegraph.
Grade five, Tyler School (Mrs.
Funeral services for Mrs. Susan Is back in his office for the winter
Reference: Any poultry raiser
son. as a member of the advisory he has a position.
Hall, teacher), elected these
Maxwell, a former resident of Wal aud will make appointments each day
board to the Secretary of Agricul
109-tf
George Brown has been conduct Nellie
doboro, were held at Flanders funeral
ture. opposed a reduction in the bag ing the evening services at the Bap class officers Thursday: President.,
Irom
10
to
2
Milton Rollins: vice president, Mary
parlors Wednesday of last week.
limit on ducks and geese, and that tist Church the past two weeks.
130TStf
secretary. Virgina Wood;
Rev. George Collins of the Baptist
"Bulletin No. 6,” published ananyMr. and Mrs. Ansel Hilt and Mr. Dodge;
treasurer,
Fred
Winchenbach;
pro

Church
was
the
officiating
clergyman.
j and Mrs. Ernest Starrett and chil- gram committee, Barbara Derry,
Mrs. Maxwell is survived by her hus
of Warren were guests Sunday chairman, Marion Ludwick, Donald
band, a son William Maxwell of this
Don ’t Go to Extremes j, dren
of Mr and Mrs. Alvah Chadwick.
and Ernest Johnson.
town and a daughter Mrs. Helen
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
On Friday evening about 70 friends Marriner
Quick
Judkins of Stonington. Interment 35 LIMEROCK ST.
The class motto is "Do a Good
ROCKLAND
To End Constipation of the newlyweds. Mr. and Mrs. Clif- Turn
Since 1840 thia firm has
was made in the rural cemetery.
Daily." The class colors are
I ton Morse, gave them a reception and
faithfully served the families
Osteopathic Physician jdark
blue
and
gold.
of Knox County
• » • •
When bad breath, or a coated I shower, among the gifts being a
Telephone 136
EAST WASHINGTON
LADY ATTENDANT
tongue, biliousness or headaches warn ■ beautiful breakfast set presented bv
Kathleen
Chase
has
been
absent
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlook were in
Tel. Day 450 ;
711-1
of constipation, don't take violent, 1 the Willing Workers society of which this week with a cold.
Waldoboro Saturday.
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
purgatives. There’s no use when a Mrs. Morse is a member. Thc pro* * * *
Murdick Creamer of Stickneys Cor
candv Cascaret will stop the trouble ' gram was opened bv the hymn
Rehearsals are being held for two
for fretful
ner was a recent visitor in this vi DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
in a jiffv; will cleanse vour system “Blest Be the Tie That Binds" and
short
plays
to
be
given
Wednesday
cinity.
I prayer by Herbert Elwell of Tenant's
pleasantly, and completely.
Dentist
four is invited.
Ralph Davis and Beulah Austin
ROCKLAND, ME.
The relief you get so promptly j Harbor. Rev. Mr. Timberlake of morning, as grade
* * * ♦
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLANO, ME.
were recent visitors in town.
from Cascarets is lasting. Cascarets ! Friendship and Mrs. Rodney Simupset
children
Grade
five
finds
the
music
period
Telephone 915-M
are made from eascara, a substance | mons gave humorous readings.
Earle Boynton was ln town last
with Mrs. Johnson so enjoyable that
RStf
which medical authorities agree ac
week.
it
has
been
staying
an
extra
15
min

tually strengthens the bowel muscles.
EAST
UNION
utes.
Sometimes
it
looks
as
if
she
So Cascarets are a blessing to old
, “That is the finest radio I ever DR.L1NWOOD T. ROGERS
would not be able to get her lunch.
folks with weakened bowels; to chil
LL children are subject to little
heard, after hearing the new Victor,
The
Community
club
meets
with
Miss Carswell has been teaching folkOsteopathic Physician
dren: to anyone in need of establish
upsets. They come at unex
others sound crude and raw,” was
ing regular bowel habits. Ten cents Mrs Jennie Payson Wednesday.
dances which have been greatly en
pected times. They seem twice as
the true expression of one who had i
Pioneer
Grange
confers
the
third
400
MAIN 8T- ROCKLAND
a box—all drug stores.
joyed. These children- are being
followed the progress of radio devel- ’
serious in the dead of night. But
and fourth degrees upon two candi encouraged to do their very best be
TaUnhenea
Eta»airf«nee 2B8-Mopment
since
the
first
appearance
of
there
’
s
one
form
of
comfort
on
dates with the usual harvest feast fore their classmates. Duets are
the one tube, earphone set. Maine
which a mother can always rely;
Tuesday evening.
sung, parts taken in quartets and the
Music Store.—adv.
good old Castoria. This pure vege
Annie Esancy is spending Thanks interest of the “audience" is keen as
We believe “a satisfied cus
R. W. TYLER
table
preparation
can't
harm
the
giving week in Portland.
to who excels.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
tomer is the best advertise
tiniest infant. Yet mild as it is, it
Lloyd Brown has had electricity in
RADIO SERVICE AND REPAIRS
STEAMBOAT CO.
ment,” and on that principle,
stalled in his home.
soothes a restless, fretful baby like
For sale by all druggists. Be sure
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
our
business is increasing.
APPLETON
RIDGE
NEW
BICKNELL
(In
effect
Oct.
1,
1930)
nothing else. Its quick relief soon to get the genuine product with
If Getting UP Nights, Backache,
Roland Paysou and Orevis, Pa/Son
We shall be very glad to ad
Vinalhaven Line
Phone
710
P.
O. Box 359
Mrs. Hazel Perry and Miss Azuba
frequent day calls. Lcg Pains, Nerv- made a business trip to Portland resees the youngster comfortable once Chas. H. Fletcher's signature on
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex
vise you on the selection of a
x.— x-x
...  cently.
135tf "
Sprague were in Rockland Wednes
ousness, or Burning', due
to function
cept Sunday at 8 A. M.
Arriving ln
more, back to sleep. Even an attack wrapper, and this familiar name
al Bladder Irritation, ln acid condi
suitable Memorial for your
day.
The
Happy
Hustlers
4-H
Club
was
Rockland
at 9.20 A. M. Returning leaves
tions, makes you feel tired, depressed
of
colic,
or
diarrhea,
yields
to
the
plate:
Cemetery plot.
Rockland at 2.30 P. M. direct for Vinal
A company of 70 from this town
entertained recently by the girls 4-H
and discouraged, try the Cystex Test.
soothing
influence
of
Castoria.
haven.
arriving
at
3.45
P.
M.
attended the annual sale and supper
Works fast, starts circulating thru
Club in Camden.
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
the system in 15 minutes. Praised by
GLOBE
LAUNDRY
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island daily ex
The Whist Club met at the home of of the ladies' circle at South MontKeep Castoria in mind, and keep
thousands for rapid and positive ac
Portland, Maine
Wm. E. Dornan & Son
cept Sunday at 6 A. M.. arriving at Ston
ville Grange hall Friday evening and
tion. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pro
Mrs. Lottie Wellman Thursday.
a
bottle
in
the
house
—
always.
ington at 6.55 A. M., North Haven at 7.50 Quality Work,
Family Washings
nounced Siss-tex) today, und-r the
a fine time was enjoyed.
It
was
pleasing
to
the
pupils
of
A. M.. due to arrive at Rockland about
Give it to any child whose tongue is
Called For and Delivered
inc.
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert was In
9 o’clock. Returning leaves Rockland at
Mrs. Messer's school that they won
allay these conditions, improve rest
coated, or whose breath is bad.
Parcel Delivery Service
130 P. M.. North Haven at 2.35 P. M.,
Camden
Wednesday
to
visit
her
niece
the
contest
by
entertaining
the
larg

ful sleep and energy, or money back.
EAST UNION, ME.
Stonington at 3.40 P. M., dye to arrive at
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
Only 60c at
est number of visitors Education Mrs. Jenness Keller and baby son at Continue with Castoria until the
Swan’s Island about 5 o'clock.
117T-tf
child
is
grown!
Community
Hospital,
B.
H.
STINSON.
General
Agent
Week
C. H. Moor * Co-, Rorkland

AS TO COMMUNISM

KEEP THE COLD OUT!

FREQUENT
PAINS

RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES!

LL

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Lydia E, Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

BAYERN ASPI RIN

J:

Relief From Curse
of Constipation

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

COMFORT

BURPEE’S

A

Getting
Up

every grave

Memorials
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Almost all of us, at some time or other, have given some thought to the value of having a good business, located in a good town.
How many of us, however, have considered the value to the town, of having a good business located in the town?
Lack of intelligent understanding on this point, by the people who live in a community, is often a chief cause for the failure of that
town to attain OUTSTANDING SUCCESS.

The support that business institutions receive from the community in which they are located determines the amount of success they
can achieve as individual businesses AS WELL AS the amount OF SERVICE THEY CAN RENDER THAT COMMUNITY.
Without the support of their community, business concerns cannot exist.
We wouldn’t be so interested: it wouldn’t mean so much to many of us, IF IT WERE NOT FOR THE FACT THAT THE
BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS OF ANY COMMUNITY are THE HEART of that community! And unless the business institutions
make outstanding successes, the town cannot hope to make an outstanding success. Cannot hope to grow and prosper as it
should, and must!

There are DEFINITE REASONS why business concerns are of such value to their town. Here are a few of them:
1.

Business concerns pay the majority of thc '
the support and improvement of th" L.wn.

2.

Business concerns furnish most of .ne employment for the 37 per cent of the people who are gainfully employed, and who
in turn support the other 63 per cent.

3.

Business concerns furnish most of the energy and brains which go into progressive movements for the benefit and up
building of the community.

4.

Business concerns are the service stations which supply the needs and pleasures of the community, and the stronger these
businesses are, the more service they can render the town.

5.

Business men are mainly the contact men with outside concerns and people, and in a large measure, make up the person
ality of the town.

6.

The appearance of the business district is the part of the city which has the most effect on outsiders, and from which their
good impression of the town is derived.

,

-e8 i~ c. ^-..nmunity, and, therefore, furnish thc largest part of the revenue for

These are just a few. Many other points could be enumerated on the value of business concerns to the community. But additional
points would be superfluous. We are al! intelligent, and can grasp the importance of the business concerns to any community, and
the value of giving them utmost support.
If you have a financial or sentimental interest in YOUR community, IT WILL PAY YOU to patronize your local concerns!

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY
IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY
578 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
FUEL AND GROCERIES
ROCKLAND, MAINE

. DYER’S GARAGE
DODGE SALES & SERVICE
DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE

PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING. Prop,

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS
741 MAIN STREET

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN
AND EAT

“HOME TOWN BREAD”

INSURANCE

IT IS THE BEST

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Authorized Dealers in

FORD PRODUCTS_________

A. C. McLoon & Co.
e
Ksk
LOBSTERS
Agents for The Texaco Co.

FURNACES CLEANED AND REPAIRED
Tanks and Sheet Metal Workers
Locks Repaired and Keys Made

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.
Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
Manufacturers and Jobbers of

ALFRED P. CONDON
TEL. 966

CAMDEN

“GREGORY’S”
“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FIREPROOF GARAGE

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
TEL. 646-W

ROCKLAND

THURSTON OIL CO.

Wiiioa

76 PARK STREET

16 HIGH STREET

ROCKLAND

THE REXALL STORE

444 MAIN ST.

c

Rock. Marble & Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING

ROCKLAND

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.
G. A. J.AWRENCE

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

Central Maine Power Company

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

FINE CONFECTIONERY

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

C.M. BLAKE

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

CUTLER-COOK CO.

Camden

Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

THE FLINT BAKERY

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Wsrren, Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union,

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station

TEL. 727

TAVERN STUDIO
Antiques Bought and Sold

THE SPECIALTY SHOP
COR. MAIN «. ELM STS. TEL. 288

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

FREEMAN S. YOUNG

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

REAL ESTATE

ROCKLAND

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Senter Crane Company

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

I. L. SNOW CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MARINE RAILWAYS

COR. MAIN a PARK STS.
Established 1868

ROCKLAND

Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
COR. MAIN & LIMEROCK STS.

•-j

-C"** 4*

ROCKLAND

+❖♦ * * ♦+■t- •>••>+♦♦+
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STATE OF MAINE
Lost and Found
Knox. ss.
.
To the Honorable Justice of the Su'd L
C
F_\V
Advertisements In thl,column not to|
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at
Rockport S L me w ork I lelds ' Knox andhState
ne*‘ Yor lhc County of MCe<*d
“5“ Inserted once for 25 Jooks
the H
road Monday noon.
nof Maine'on°the"first,
’..^“.for to cents.Additional ^return same to the CAMDEN FIRE
2 p. m. at the home of Mrs. Susan w
1 lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents STATION.
141*142
Money For Two Worthy Tuesday of February A. D. 1931.
Strout, Green street.
for three times. Six words make a line
Mildred Crouse of Rockland In said
LOST—Rabbit dog. black and white,
Rev. I. B. Mayo preached at the £
County and State, wife of Donald
Projects
brown ears, in Cushing. Nov. 11. Finder
Baptist Church Sunday morning in &
Crouse respectfully represents; that she
please Tel. Rockland 517-M. ELMER
Wanted
was lawfully married to the said Donald
KALLOCH.
141-lt
the absence of the pastor. Rev. H. S. „
, The filth annual carnival and food Crouse at Rockland on the twenty- --------- ------- —------ ------Kilborn, who was attending the Boys' y
LOST—Black and white hound, female.
seventh day of September A. D. 1923:
WANTED—Housekeeper's position by
fair held at the Town hall, Nov. 21-22 that thev lived together as husband and ; middle aged woman with boy 9. Ref- Notify E. R. NORWOOD. Union. Me.,
Conference in Bangor.
140*142
Write or call 259 R. D. 2 Tel. Lincolnville 8-12.
erences for both.
Capt. Enos Verge and son Enos and
: under the auspices of the senior class, wife at said Rockland from the time of TALBOT
141*143
AVE.
their said marriage until the fifteenth
LOST-Pocket book with auto license.
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Moody have i g
Rockport High, and the R.H.S. day of November A. D. 1927; that your WANTED—Cases by practical nurse. No money. Kindly notify TEL. 357-R.
moved into the first floor apartment
libellant has always conducted herself Inquire at 90 Broad St., or Tel. 323-M.
139-141
alumni association educational fund towards
her said husband as a faithful, MRS LUCY TAYLOR.
in the Joseph McQuarrie house on *
141-'146
will
go
down
in
history
as
far
surtrue
and
affectionate
wife;
that
the
said
Dunn street. Mr. and Mrs. Moody j ■
WANTED—Room to let; also board.
Crouse being unmindful oi his
i passing any similar event ever held Donald
For Sale
141*143
have been living in Rockland since ; g
marriage vows and obligations has been Apply 260 MAIN ST.. Rockland.
1
in
town.
This
was
due
tb
the
ex

guilty
of
cruel
and
abusive
treatment
their marriage. Sne is the daughter g
WANTED—Limited number of wash
FOR SALE—Sun parlor curtains, Monk
cellent team work of the committee, and extreme cruelty towards your libel ings to do. Called for and delivered. cloth; used a short time. MRS. ANNIE
of Capt. Verge.
that the residence of the said Wet or dry. Call 436-J. MRS. ROGERS. SMITH. 7 Hill St.. City. __________ 141*143
the hearty cooperation of every or lant;
Capt. A. J. Elliot. Mrs. Lewis Stur- »
Donald Crouse ls unknown to vour Crescent St.
141*143
ganization
and
citizen
in
town,
also
'
FOR SALE 7ncond hand heaters and
petitioner
and cannot be ascertained by
tevant and Clara Spear motored to
WANTED—Maid for general housework. ranges. Known makes. Prices very low.
of
the
many
friends
among
the
Rock

reasonable
diligence;
that
there
ls
no
Portland Friday for Mrs. A. J. Elliot
MRS DAVID RUBINSTEIN. C Talbot STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. Tel.
collusion
between
your
libellant
and
the
port summer colony and in Mie near140-tf 980. Rockland.
____________
141-143
who had been in the city a few days
Donald Crouse to obtain a divorce. Ave. Tel. 1285.
1 by towns. Special mention should be said
Wherefore she prays that a divorce
on business.
WANTED—Thirty
thousand
lobster
FOR SALE—Two female, one male
made
of
Herbert
Mann,
who
conmay
be
decreed
between
her
and
the
plugs.
1
transmission
case
for
1924
Buick.
white
toy
poodles.
Extra
good
male.
$8;
Earl Cogan who is working in
Donald Crouse for the cause above 1 pilot house. J. C. HARMON. 255 Main females. $5. YORK’S KENNELS. Rock
I tributed very generously; L. E. Up- said
Bucksport for the Central Maine
set forth.
St
.
Rockland.
Tel.
595.
140*142
land
Me.
Tel.
293-W.
140-142
1 ham. Lou Morrill and J. Carleton
Dated at Rockland, Maine this twentyPower Co., passed Sunday with his
WANTED—A woman of 40 of educa
FOR SALE—Thanksgiving geese, alive
| Davis for erecting the booths free of first day of November A. D. 1930.
parents.
tion and refinement desires position in or dressed. L. D. GAMMON. Warren.
MILDRED CROUSE.
charge;
Mrs.
Louise
Holbrook
for
David Romayne has moved his
140*142
Subscribed and sworn to before me the capacity of expert stenographer in Tel. 1-24.
1 making costumes: Ladies’ Aid of this twenty-first day of November A. D. business office, or as companion, secre
family from Fred Hinckley's house on
FOR SALE—My wood lot. 71 acres.
tary and managing housekeeper. Com
1
Methodist
Church,
Johnson
Society,
1930.
Price
right.
R.
H.
CUSHMAN
Tel.
Water and Green streets, into Miss
pensation moderate. Highert references.
JEROME C BURROWS
139*141
Trytohelp Club. Baptist Ladies' SewAddress H. V., care Chamber of Com 717-W.
Lilia Bumps' house. Gleasan street.
Notary Public
140*142
, ing Circle, Harbor Light Chapter,
IFOR SALE—Thanksgiving geese, alive
I Seal | merce. Rockland.
Littleton Strong and son and Neil
STATE OF MAINE
! Fred A. Norwood. W.R.C.. W. E. CarWANTED—To board, an elderly per or-dressed. Call Thomaston 183-4 B. S.
Strong of Arlington, Mass., were
GEYER
137*S-T-tf
IL. SI
son. or semi-invalid: modern conveni
’ roll and Stewart Orbeton who fur- Knox.
guests of their aunts, Mrs. Olive Mor
ss.
ences. MRS. M. D. CONDON. 5 Lisle St.
FOR—Sale—One Redbone fox hound,
I
nished
or
solicited
the
various
prodClerk s Office. Superior Court. Tel. 489-R.
gan and Mrs. Maude Webber, Satur
139-1414 one setter. Winchester rifles, 30 Cal.,
In Vacation
! nets for their booths and turned over
day and Sunday.
g
WANTED—Elderly people, invalids, con R. I. R. pullets, will trade for first class
Rockland. November 21. A. D. 1930.
rabbit hound. Poultry and chickens for
'to
the
carnival
the
profits
on
same,
William Gray and Mr. Long ol £
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered. valescents, tired people, pleasant sunny Thanksgiving In large or small lots, alive
thereby swelling the fund about $200. That the Libellant give notice to said rooms. Price reasonable. THE BRITT or
Ueechwoods street returned from their if
dressed. CHARLES ERICKSON. Box
139-141
• • . .
Donald Crouse to appear before our HOME. Tel 689.
98. R D. 1. Warren. Me
140-142
hunting trip Sunday night. A fair >
Superior Court, to be holden at Rock
WANTED—Capable girl for general
This
was
certainly
a
fine
example
of
FOR SALE—Good used parlor cabinet
sized loe was the result of their hunt.
land. within and for the County of housework. Apply MRS. R. D. BOWDEN.
heater
with
oil
burner
installed.
A. S.
public spirit and should be commend Knox, on the first Tuesday of February 17 Brewster St.
FiiMi li'in’err fired at the same time S«
139*141
SIMMONS. Warren. Me. Tel. 12-11.
D. 1931. by publishing an attested
ed. These booths occupied the center
io it is difficult io determine whossit.
140-141 .
WANTED
—
Girl
for
housework,
two
in
140*145
of said Libel, and this order there
of the hall and were attractive In red copy
Mrs. Albert Morton ”f Friendship
three weeks successively in The Cou family. No cooking. One who prefers
FOR SALE— Dressed chicken and fowl.
and white decorations. Other at- on.
was the guest Monday of M.-s Ale’.ha
rier-Gazette. a newspaper printed in good home to high wages. Apply 6 H. W. LITTLE. 360 Broadway, Rockland.
140*142
i tractive booths were Advertisers’ Rockland in our County of Knox, the WARREN ST. City.
Tel. 795-M.
139-141
Inompson. She came to attend th“
WAR RF N
' Rockland were guests Sunday of Mr. | ISSUING THURSDAY’S PAPER j Sample Booth, presided over by Mr. last publication to be thirty days at WANTED—Radio repair Jobs. Bring in FOR SALE—Several houses 4. 5 and 6
funeral of William H. Smith.
least prior to said first Tuesday of Feb that radio which you can’t get fixed
and
Mrs
Chester
Wyllie.
land Mrs. Maynard Thomas; Enos E ruary next, that he may there and then elsewhere, we have an expert radio re rooms each, some new. all modern. City
George W. Robinson and grandson
,
... Thanksgiving
Principal Clarence E. Madden. Jr., That its office force may have the Ingraham Co., showing Christmas in our said court appear and show cause, pair man who can fix it at a reasonable poultry farm with modern 8-room
Donald who have been visiting his
any he have, why the prayer of said charge. HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. Next house; several acres land, large barn and
goods,
with Mrs......................
Ingraham in........
charge;
sister, Mrs. Clara Williams, have re- praver"'sung by Winona Robinson, reP°rts 12 students on the honor roll
----- -----------be granted.
door to Ford Agency. Rockland.
130-tf poultry house for 400 head. No reason
able offers refused. Some nice building
turned tao St. Paul, Minn.
Avard Robinson’ Merrill Clark and for ,the first quarter or the first nine, full relaxation of Thanksgiving Day, lc E Marriner of Camden, display- Libellant should notHARRY
MANSER
lots at real trades. Reasonable terms.
Justice of the Superior Court.
J. Walter Strout and Charles M. pau, nves at the morning services weeKS °L school- Helen HUI and j the Thu^ay lssue of The Courier- | ing Phiico Radios and Frigidaire; J.
Phone or write H. H. STOVER. Ill Lime
A
true
copy
of
the
Libel
and
Order
of
Starrett who attended the meeting ot
. thp congregational Church Sun- Vernon Packard are tied for first
p. Gregory & Sons, Rockland; Skip the Court thereon.
rock 8t. Tel. 1201.
139-141
To Let
the Federal Reserve Banks in Boston d WRS much enjoved and surprised Place
the senior class; Vera Part- Gazette will go to press thepreceding parsons of Camden: Central Maine
(Seal)
FOR SALE—Pipeless furnace, large
Saturday have returned. Mr. Strout evervbodv with the fact that Warren rid8e' leads the junior class; Klaus ! afternoon—a fact thatshould be not- ! Power Co.. Mrs. Florence Eilis. home Attest. MILTON M GRIFFIN. Clerk.
TO LET—Five room tenement, newly size, used one season; two three gallon
Nov. 22-25-Dec. 2 papered and painted, excellent location. coffee urns with electric heaters, can
reports the largest attendance in the had such good singers in the schools. °?a,n’fer?.^adlth®
I
u------------demonstration agent in charge: Ma4 Vx 4 r» confirm
t 11 xl V' Cl TA lr C
_
.
.
—
.
and incidently has the highest rating led by contributors and advertisers,
Apply L. A. THURSTON. Tel. 1159. Rock use gas or electricity; one Hot Point
1 ine Supply <fc Engine Co.? showing
history of this section of the tanks.
LIBEL FOR DIVORCE
Rev. Mr. Holt's five minute talk to
land.
141-145 automatic electric range, four burners,
I Johnson Sea Horses; R. F. Crockett,
Grace Chapter, O.E.S.. will meet tire primary department of the Sun of the entire school with the average
oven and broiler. TEL. Thomaston 54.
STATE OF MAINE
TO LET—Three room apartment on
139-tf
i electrical supplies; A. S. Prince, home County of Knox. ss.
Wednesday evening. Grand St :.'C- day school dealt with 'A good name of 95.2 to his credit; in the fresh- I
FRIENDSHIP
Orient St. NELSON B. COBB. FullerTo
the
Honorable
Justice
of
the
Su

FOR SALE—New miniature grand
furnishings: Clarence Fish, musical perior Court, next to be held at Rock Cobb-Davls.
tary Mabel J. DeShon of Portland is to be desired above riches," was man class Christine Starrett is high.
141-tf
Rev. E. H. Timberlake has
piano
for
less
than
half
cost,
because
of
will inspect the Chapter. An invita very instructive and held a good The entire honor list contains these turned home after two weeks' stay' instruments; Camden Auto Sales; and. within and for the County of Knox TO LET—Flve room flat. All modern, closing house. TEL. 450 Belfast.
and State of Maine, on the first Tuesday at 23 Fulton St. ROSE PRESCOTT. 240
tion has been extended to Forget-Me- moral lesson for all.
names, Helen Hill. Vernon Packard, in Haverhill. Mass., where he con-1 Sterling Hastings, Maytag Washers; of
138*140
February A. D. 1931.
Broadway.
141-143
not Chapter to be present at this
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby of War- Josef Vinal, Eno Hill, Vera Partridge, duc^ed evangelistic services, and and several booths of various kinds
FOR 8ALE—Chinchilla
rabbits in
George F. Dean of Rockland In the
TO LET—House, all modern improve Cushing.
Inquire of MATTI NIEMI.
Large
crowds
filled
the
hall
both
meeting. Supper at 6.30.
County of Knox and State of Maine,
ren and Fred Folsom of Auburn will Marguerite Haskell, Osmo Hirbela,; Auburn_ His son Linwood accomat 14 Shaw Ave. Inquire at E. Route 2. box 85. Warren.
138*143
The union Thanksgivng service at spend Thanksgiving in Monmouth Klaus Ojampera, Beatrice Haskell, | panied him home from the latter da5’s from opening until closing being the lawful husband of Hilda Dean, ments
represents; that he was law W. COLSON’S. 10 North Main St. Tel
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
the Baptist Church Sunday evening with Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Folsom, an Christine Starrett. Charles Trone. city
time, but on Saturday night the respectfully
136*141
fully married to the said Hilda Dean at 787.
broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
was well attended. Rev. H. F. Leacti uncle to Mrs. Libby.
It is interesting to note that there is : Adrian Marchand of Mechanic house was {illed t0 its utmost capaci- Rockland on the third day of August TO LET—Eight room house after Dec. Tel 186-R. 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tf
that they lived together as 15. furnished, all modern conveniences,
of the Federated Church conducted
just five-tenths of a point difference Palls has resumed worij at Bossa s ty a" entering into the spirit of the husband
A D 1927;
FOR SALE—Apples, pound sweets, de
Josef Vinal has been ill.
and wife at said Rockland only with or without garage, at Ingraham
the service and preached the ser
, affair and making it a Carnival in the one day. to wit. until the fourth day Hill. MINNIE SMITH. 37 Spring St licious. spys. also cabbage. J. F.
Vernon Packard was in Bangor in the last three mentioned. Alice , dru„ store
mon. The order of exercises, with Mrs.
136*141
Wincapaw. a new student registered Mr Helborg of Boston and Frank biB®est sense of the word- On Friday of August A. D. 1927; that your libellant Tel. 981-W.
141*143 CALDERWOOD. Union. Me.
the weekend.
himself towards his said wife
Tripp at the organ, follows: Organ over
FOR SALE—Upright piano. $60. W. F.
about ten days ago, brings from L Clark o{ Rockland were in town and Saturday afternoons interesting conducted
TO
LET
—
House
5
or
9
rooms.
EVA
Roland
Starrett
has
returned
from
a faithful, true and affectionate hus
voluntary; quartet, “It Is a Good Macwhoc with a 150 pound buck.
Camden an average above 90 per Thursday in the interest o{ Western programs were presented by the chil as
141*143 TIBBETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
band; that on the said fourth day of AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293.
+ t
122-tf
.
jl ,
.
nrpn
nf
tbp
<rrnnp£
Prinav
pvpmru
Thing To Give Thanks Unto the
;
dren
of
the
grades.
Friday
evening
August
A.
D.
1927
the
said
Hilda
Dean
cent.
TO
LET
—
Good
warm
room.
Apply
to
The
postoffice
will
observe
the
I Union Telegraph Co.
FOR SALE- One ton truck, in good
utterly deserted your libellant without 28 ELM ST.
Lord,” Stewart; scripture. Rev. H. F.
141*143
a
musical
program
with
the
follow
running
order.
$30.
W.
P.
TIBBETTS,
Mrs. Delora A. Simmons has re
cause; that said utter desertion has con
Leach; hymn 161; prayer. Rev. H. F. following holiday hours: 7 a. m. to
TO LET—Apartment of six rooms, un 148 Union St Tel. 297-R.
1/2-tf
turned home after several weeks in« n™b“rs *as en->oved' Trumpet tinued for three consecutive years prior furnished.
CAMDEN
at 59 Masonic St. Apply R.
Leach; sermon. Luke 12:40, Rev. H. 12 noon.
solo,
Clifton
Dean;
saxophone
solo.
the filing of this libel; that the resi
FOR SALE—Two electric motors. 7*2
Charles Overlock and crew have
visit with relatives in Loudville and Otis Dean: accompanist for both to
F. Leach; hymn 168; benediction;
dence of the said Hilda Dean is un U. COLLINS. 375 Main 8t. Tel. 77.
h. p. and 2 h. p., in good shape; also
140-142 Standard
been sawing wood for Loring Pack
At a special meeting of the Atlan Portland _ _ v
to j’O r libellant and cannot be
computing scales. W. F. TIB
postlude.
__ _ visited ’ numbers,
Helen Stone;
duet,
sing- known
ascertained by reasonable diligence;
TO LET—Up stairs rent of three fur BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
tic
Engine
Co.
held
Saturday
night,
Mrs.
Kenneth
K
Thompson
.
_
T
i
,»
ii
_
ard.
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Monaghan
.
.u
c
ikii.
i
mg
and
dancing,
Thalice
Spear,
that
there
ls
no
collusion
between
your
nished
rooms
and
bath
at
17
CRESCENT
122-tf
Mrs. Luther Clark of Thomaston the resignation of Chief Walter S. her mother Mrs. Susie Philbrook in
r--., re.,....
of Tenant's Harbor were supper
and the said Hilda Dean to ST. Inquire on premises or Tel. 631-J.
Warren last week
I Carolyn Graffam: male chorus in libellant
FOR SALE—The fine Stromberg-CarlMrs.
Fred
Olson
and
daughter
Pa•
Dunbar
was
accepted.
Allen
Payson,
obtain
a
divorce.
140*142
guests Sunday of Mrs. Austin Elwell.
warren last. wees.
costume, Stella Derry, accompanist.
son radios, a Rolls Royce of all radios.
he prays that a divorce may
tricia Ann of Cushing and Mrs. Allan assistant chief, is filling the position
A special town meeting was held in ,
riir!„p bvJ nnri<. R,narrt beWherefore
TO LET—Furnished room for light Can be seen and heard at 53 Tillson Ave.
decreed between him and the said
121-tf
Cogan
and
daughter
Jill
were
enunt
n
the
annual
meeting
in
January
Bossa's
hall
Friday
evening
to
see
if
d
riarcp
net
hv
six vmnw indies Hilda Dean for the cause above set forth. housekeeping; also rooms by day or SHAPIRO BROS.. Rockland.
* :___ 1 V...
“’V»n»«lee Grprlnrlr
’oH ' At__ A.____ ____ 1 J __ A_ A_ ___ -1_____ - Vuilu d aai-CL dCL Dy six young laaies
William H. Smith
Apply 2
tertained
by Mrs. 4Charles
Overlock when officers for moi
1931 x»T.n
will Uzx
be nion
elected
the town would vote to pui chase a were heartily applauded and a plavDated at Rockland. Maine, this twen week, modern conveniences.
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
WILLOW
ST.
140*142
A. D. 1930.
tions in Rockland.
A large list of sum
The funeral services of William H. Friday
----- at a chicken dinner.
, J
•
Walter Thurston of the U.S.S. s snow plow. The meeting was called fet‘“CohenV Divorce" bv Rev F F
r tieth day of November
GEORGE E. DEAN.
TO LET—Furnlshed flat of 5 rooms; mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
Smith, Who died Saturday, were held
The chemical was called out twice Wyoming is home on an 18-day leave to order by Town Citrk O. C. Cook p ,
, p , Aphorn b.nl)„h't forth
Subscribed and sworn to before me lights, flush toilet, gas. Call at 732 MAIN estate. Come and talk over my list if
in the Baptist Church Monday, the Frjday to chimney fires at the home , and ts visiting his grandparents, Mr. and John D. Mitchell was chosen ‘ n d
. ,c"orn omugni iorin this twentieth day of November A. D. ST. Tel 448-M.
139*141 you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS,
1930.
131-tf
pastor, Rev. H. S. Kilborn officiating. oj Mrs. Jennie Hill in North War- j and Mrs. John D. Knowlton, Union moderator. After a short discussion, 1
", . «
TO LET—House for rent at 24 Front 375 Main St. Tel. TJ.____
FRANK A. TIRRELL. Jr.
A wealth of beautiful flowers artistic ren.
St.
Inquire of D. CUCCINELLO. 22
1 street.
it was voted to indefinitely postpone SatUrdav evening's entertainment
Notary Public.
Front St.
.
139*1441
ally arranged evidenced a great tribute
STATE OF MAINE
Miscellaneous
• • • •
i Emerson Hansell shot a buck at the article and the meeting was ad- .
staefd bv t,ic nOvs' Band of
L. S.)
TO LET—Two furnished rooms with
from relatives and friends. For nine
Rodney McIntyre is recovering Lincolnville Saturday
journed.
f Camden unde^ the efficient leader Knox.
ss.
private
bath.
192
LIMEROCK
ST.
Tel.
125 ACRES. EQUIPMENT. CROPS. Etc.
years Mr. Smith was a faithful mem from a severe attack of indigestion.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Stevenson
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley ship
ship of
of Clarence
Clarence Fish
Rtjj, and
and was
,
Clerk’s Office. Superior Court. 600 or 211-M.
139-tf Noted for money-making crops, neigh
veryber of Company F, 240th Coast Artil
In Vacation
Miss Ella Wellington of Rockland niotored to Boston to spend the week- of Rockland visited friends in town, unique.
uni^ue It
R took
took the
the form
{orm of
of a musiboring places valued $6500 to $16,000;
TO
LET
—
Several
modern
rents,
all
Rockland. November 20. A. D. 1930.
lery. He was proud of the fact that
rich dark loam, good pastures, valuable
Sunday.
cal p]ay_ nol a word being spoken the
and I endUpon the foregoing Libel. Ordered. new houses, furnished and unfurnished. wood and timber; excellent bldgs., home
he was a soldier of his country. He spent the weekend with Mr.
5. 6 rooms each. One 6-room house,
Rev. Ralph Hayden has been m
Burnham & Morrill s clam factory' instruments conveying the different That the Libellant give notice to said 4,good
Mrs.
Charles
Wellington,
South
location. $20 month.
Two-car like 12-room residence, warm 75-ft.
often wore his uniform when not in
Dean to appear before our Su
Bath, Saco, Sanford, Lewiston and closed Saturday.
I parts which were: bride, saxophone. Hilda
garage near Main St., all kinds storage. basement barn, other bldgs, easily worth
perior
Court
to
be
holden
at
Rockland,
service, and to his credit be it said Warren road.
asked for all; near village, mar
Capt. James Burns is in Portland otis Dean: groom, trombone, Warren within and for the County of Knox, on Stores and business locations. Building price
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Starrett had as . Auburn lecturing on church school
kets and splendid school. Sacrificing at
that uniform and that for which it
the first Tuesday of February A. D. 1930, lots in Rockland. Thomaston. Waldo $4500 with 3 horses. 14 cattle, farm mafor
a
few
days.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
R.l
prince:
minister,
trombone.
Wallace
and Union. Business properties on
. .
_
. ,, .
------------Dresdend MrS
Frederick Jagels of Portland was
stands were never sullied by any act their,/r^ f
publishing an attested copy of said boro
R R tracks. H H. STOVER. Ill Lime- chinery. firewood, all hay. corn. oats, poBurns are staying on the island Crawford; several numbers were also by
Libel, and this order thereon, thres rock St Tel 1201
of his. Although nearly a year had
139-141 I ta^oes and winter vegetables thrown
during his absence.
rendered by the entire band. Other weeks successively In The Courier-Ga
——■ ------ 1---------- ------------------- In; $1200 down. Picture pg. 32 Strout’s
elapsed since he resigned irom tne
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stone of Rock pleasing numbers were dance by zette. a newspaper printed in Rockland —TO
LET—Two furnished rooms for catalogue. Write todav for free copy,
army the company gave to him the
The
Followers
of
the
Way
will
enin our County of Knox, the last publica light housekeeping; modern conveni- STROUT AGENCY. 813-DG Old South
land
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
J.i
Doris Ballard. Male chorus in cos tion to be thirty days at least prior to ences. garage. 7 PLEASANT ST.
Mrs. Mary Richmond leaves for
honors of a soldier's funeral. Ser
Bldg.. Boston. Mass.
140-lt
tume and selections on the musical said first Tuesday of February next, that
139*141 —------------geant S. P. Hoffses and Private Irv
_
______
DR
JOHN
A.
LUNT.
office
at
7
Llmeshe
may
there
and
then
in
our
said
Friends of Joshua M. Southard of saw by young Lord of Camden. Fol«i» spend "the .».«
he,
„„
TO_LET—Eight-room^ Imuse, all mod- rock St., over Limerock restaurant, every
ing Brown, Sergeant C. H. Stoder and
appear and show cause, if any she
Rockland will be pleaseu to hear that
'PHgsdny iq a m tQ 6 p m treatment
this came the announcing of court
have, why the prayer of said Libellant ern improvements at 14 Shaw Ave. In
Private T. E. Scott and Privates Rob daughter Mrs. Otho Thompson.
Miss Helen Withee of Rockland will h eis improving in health every day.' lowing
quire
10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787
and reading by appointment.
137-tf
names of contest winners: Car tickets. should not be granted.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby spent the be Thanksgiving guests of Mr. and
ert Robinson and E. Hunt were a
136-tf
HARRY MANSER
Mrs. Jennie Winslow of Portland Mrs. Mary Priest: 100 lbs. sugar
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
guard of honor, the first four also weekend in Auburn guests of Mrs. Mrs. Ralph B. Bucklin.
Justice of the Superior Court
TO LET—Tenement at 18 Gay St. at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St.
visited friends and relatives in town Mrs. Willis Munroe; barrel flour
A true copv of the Libel and Order of Apply to L. W. BENNER. 2 North Main Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
serving as bearers. Interment was Libby's brother Fred Folsom.
There will be a Union meeting at
Mary Priest: batrel potatoes. Roland the Court thereon.
St.
135-tf Tel. 519-J.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. Starrett the Congregational Church Wed last week.
131-tf
in Aehorn cemetery, Rockland.
<L. S.)
Ellis Hurd is improving in health Richards; two chickens, "Duke'
TO LE’x—a warm, sunny apartment of
Mr. Smith was bom in Cushing have moved to their home in the vil nesday evening and Rev . Leroy
LET B. A. KNOWLTON file vour saws
Attest:
MILTON
M
GRIFFIN.
Clerk.
rooms and bath, private entrance. and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
Teague; bushel beans, Mr.ry Priest
Nov. 22-25-Dec 2 five
and was adopted in infancy by Wil lage where they will pass the winter Campbell, pastor of the Baptist after suffering an ill turn Friday.
Inquire of ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89 ROCK ST. Tel. 1010
131-tf
one ton coal, Donald Richards.
Mrs. Alden Clifford of Cooper's Church will be the speaker.
liam and Sylvia Smith. He married
Park St. Rockland.
134-tf
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
Excitement reached its height
Happy Birthday Surprise
FORECLOSURE
Charlotte Callahan of Warren who Mills and Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Jones
TO LET—6-room tenement on Spring cottages for sale and rent, attractive
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig Setter have
A party of 27 neighbors and friends when the moment arrived for the disWhereas. Charles A. Woodcock and street, electric lights, gas. flush closet. prices, ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
died a few years ago. He is survived and family of Jefferson were Sunday moved into the J. Crosby Hobbs house,
H. Woodcock, both of Rockland MRS. JOSEPH DONDIS. 69 Beech St. Tel. shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast.
met at the home of Mr. and Mrs. position of the Ford. L. True Spear Mildred
by one son. Clifford Smith, and a visitors of Mr. aifd Mrs. Lloyd Simin
the County of Knox and State of 42-W.
126-tf Maine.
128-t.
ChWssU Gladys Clark has returned Austin B. Cook, Nov. 19. and gave was in charge of this part of the pro Maine,
daughter, Mrs. Charlotte Alley, both mons.
by their mortgage deed dated
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
them aa surprise
surprise party
party. Earlier in gram, and calling the entire Carnival April 24. 1929, and recorded in the Knox snd
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Cunningham from a visit with her sister Mrs. Ilhem
of Rockland; also by a granddaugh
garage.
North
Main
St.
ROBERT
U.
of Deeds. Book 217, Page 223,
the evening Capt. and Mrs. Melvin committee to the stage chose the Registry
ter. For 20 years he had made his were guests of Miss Mabel Crawford Robert Campben ,n Portland.
122-tf
conveyed to the Rockland Loan and COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
home with Mr. and Mrs. Sanlord Sunday
Miss M. E. Bartlett io
is in Bar Har-_ Lawry, Mrs. Ana Cook and Mrs. winner of the machine, with every Building Association a Corporation TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
legally
organized
under
the
laws
of
the
MRS. W S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St
Hyler of Thomaston, who speak in
Mrs.” Cassie Means of R°ckIaud 1
Mr and"'M7s* Oscar Jennie Hall called to spend the eve-1 precaution in the interests of fair
of Maine, and having its principal Tel. 874-W.
138-tf
°
ning and help celebrate Mr. Cook's'ness. It proved to be Miss Mildreo State
highest praise of him, always correct pent Friday with Mrs. John Teague. „E£,er^
office in said Rockland, a certain parcel
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for
of real estate with buildings thereon,
in his conduct, of a kindly disposition j Malcolm Corner school has been
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ames and «Oth birthday.
,
“ ”UrS"h°pn
housekeeping. Lights, gas. Adults
and ever responsive to the needs oi , presented with the piano that wSs in twQ chi]dren are in DennysvUle, I Everything was passing quietly and j staff of Knox Hospital.. The ma situate In said Rockland, said lot being light
60 by 62 feet, and situated at “Stover’s only. E. N. SYLVESTER. 23 Odn- f*
any who called upon him. He Was a Masonic hall.
called bv the death of Mrs. Ames' pleasantly when an auto drove into chine was on exhibition at the hail Heights" so called, at corner of Broad Tel. 804-J.
loyal soldier and a faithful Iriend
the yard chauffered by Dalton Wot- during the two days and attracted a way and Hewett Avenue and more par TO LET—Five room furnished apart. If you have been waiting for
Frank D. Rcwe has been elected a {atber
pricea to reach bottom—come now
described as lot No. 9 on plan
worthy indeed of the honors paid him director in the New England Super
at
Mrs. Willis Heald has vacated thp !ton- Mrs- Cook went to the door to great deal of attention. It was given ticularly
dated March 1927. of lots of H. H. Stover, All modern improvements. Inquire
for oura are already therel
131-tf
intendents' Association.
Montgomery rent on Elm street and ascertain what was wanted, and then to the Carnival at cost by Mr. Mann prepared by L. Dow Jones and of record 12 EDM ST.
Tremendous Reductions on those
in Knox Registry of Deeds.
Fred Kenniston was the donor will soon move to Rockland where came the surprise. There stood of the Camden Auto Sales Co.
ROCKPORT
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
greatest values ever offered. Coma
Mrs. Emma Torrey as "Gypsy As part of the consideration hereof this Apply
tc B. B. SMITH, Thorndike de Hix
of the organ to the Anderson school Mr. Heald has employment.
•
Frank A. Geyer, a youth of 85 sumdeed is subject to the fol.owing: The
in—note around and you will sea
131-tf
Miss Ethel Armstrong of East mers, with 20 or more neighbors Queen" fortune teller did a rushing grantee or his succssors in title shall Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
W. E. Whitney has recently had I He was also kind enough to move it
a lot. It will give you an idea
business.
Much
credit
is
due
L.
True
and
friends,
everyone
passing
in,
erect
no
garage
or
out
buildings
on
the
up
there
with
his
own
team.
WHEN
IN
BOSTON
—
You
can
buy
. ----- ------Hartford, Conn., will spend Thanksthe telephone installed at his home.
of the unbelievable value offered
premises unless the same shall copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
The bridge at South Warren is glVjng aj ber camp at Hosmer Pond, giving the host and hostess the glad Spear, chairman of the Carnival granted
The ring is 204-14.
conform to the style of architecture of home news, at the Old South News
here. We have a fine selection of
Committee;
Mrs.
Leola
Mann
and
hand
and
extending
to
Mr.
Cook
the dwelling there situate. Grantor and Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Mrs. Fred Stetson had the misfor beginning to take on form. The , gamuel Tibbetts of Boston is visitKitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
Mrs.
Mildred
Holmes
under
whose
its
successors
In
title
may
at
all
reason
their
best
wishes.
Suffice
to
say
that
Church;
also
at
M.
Andelman
’
s,
284
Tre

relatives in Camden,
tune last week of falling in her home steel is painted a bright orange mak- 1
Special Stoves, in fact everything
the programs were pre able times enter upon the premises for mont St.
j Miss Ruth Thomas of Saco will a very happy evening was passed supervision
and dislocating her shoulder. She is ing it quite conspicuous.
the purpose of repairing the sewer sys
to make a home. We alto carry
sented;
Harold
Davis,
Frederick
with
social
chat,
games
and
the
tellNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
....
i spend the Thanksgiving recess with
which serves the granted premises
now as comfortable as could be ex
a complete line of Store and
Frank Priest and Edwin tem
Whereas Sidney Wentworth of Hope in
and adjoining properties restoring the
Mr and Mrs William Allen and her parents Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. ing of stories. Two birthday cakes Richards,
pected and a complete recovery is
Office Furniture.
Simmons
who
rendered
valuable
same to their former condition upon the County of Knox and State of Maine,
son of Liston Center spent the; Thomas.
were cut. Mrs. Cook paving previ- assistance in numerous ways as well completion of such work or repairs.
hoped for.
by his mortgage deed dated the 21st
ously
made
one,
and
Mrs.
Hattie
ROCKLAND
And whereas the condition of said day of November, 1928, and recorded in
Bertram Gardner came home from weekend at S. A. Watts. Mr. Allen i
1 Lawry taking along one for the oc- as the other members of the commit mortgage has been broken: Now. there the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 218.
Augusta for thc weekend, and inci is the new superintendent of Georges
SWAN’S ISLAND
FURNITURE
CO.
page
500.
conveyed
to
me.
the
under

tec
which
were,
beside
the
above
fore.
by
reason
of
the
breach
of
the
| casion.
Other guests furnished
dentally to attend the carnival.
thereof the said Rockland signed. a certain parcel of real estate
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Winifred Norwood who has been | sandwiches, fancy cakes, etc., which Z. D. Hartshorn, Lucy Lundell. Kora condition
Loan and Building Association claims a situated in said Hope and bounded and
Philip Spear left Saturday for River Mills,
Farmer, Maynard Ingraham, Walter foreclosure of said mortgage.
Produce Ce.
described aa follows, to wit:
The Anderson
n,tpad ooff working in Portland is home for a wereWoUon
served presented
with punch.
Mrs. DalPhiladelphia where he will make a visitors
education weekr jinstead
Mr Cook
with Carrell, Marion Upham, Roland
On the North by lands of Alden Rob
In Witness Whereof, the said Rock
Telephone 427-R
short visit. On his return trip he
bins
and
Jethro
Simmons:
on
the
East
and Building Association has
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
as previously repo
-------j^rs NcIson Morse gave a baked a silver collection from the guests Richards, Roland Crockett, Alton land Loan
this Instrument to be sealed with by lands of Ansel Keene. Betsey Went
will spend a few days in New York three
ard Burgess and Athleen Robinson been supper to members of the ladies’ ! with which to purchase a souvenir of Cror.e and Ronald Billings. Miss caused
nosTtr
Its corporate seal and signed in its cor worth and Ephraim Oould: on the 2
and Boston.
had the greatest number to their aid at her home Friday night. The 1 the occasion.
Ruth Priest was first prize winner porate name by Its Secretary Harry O South by land of Ephraim Oould: and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Snow motored
Gurdy. thereunto duly authorized, this on the West by lands of Lewis Went
price of the supper was 25 cents per | At a late hour the party broke up. for thc largest sale of tickets, receiv 22d day of November in the year one worth and John Ourney. and containing
Friday from Corinna to spend the credit.
M. S. Hahn of Winthrop was at plate and about $6 was realized from ; the host and hostess extending their Ing $10 which was offered by Mr thousand nine hundred and thirty.
about 78 acres, with the buildings
weekend at the home of Mrs. Mabel h“e °ver the weekcnd.
thereon.
(Signed)
it. Mrs, Orin Milan was the fortu- ’ hearty appreciation for the delight- Mann; Isabel Robinson, second prize ROCKLAND
Withee
Add Whereas the condition of said
LOAN AND BUILDING AS
Harold Moore, son of Mr. and Mrs.
| fUi evening and the guests wishing of $5.00 and Arlene Ingraham, third
mortgage has been broken.
SOCIATION
Harold Robbins, employed by the Percy Moore, spent the weekend nate winner of the beautiful quilt.
prize
of
$2.50.
The
receipts
totaled
Now Therefore, by reason of the
By HARRY O. GURDY
Central Maine Power Co. at Bucks with his aunt Mrs. Alfred MacFar -------------------------------------------- — Mr. and Mrs. Cook many more years nearly $2200 and after all expenses (Corporate Seal)
breach of the condition thereof, I claim
Secretary.
j of happiness. The company included
port, spent Saturday and Sunday in
a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
STATE OF MAINE
land in Rockland.
| Rev. Mr. Pinkerton. Frank A. Geyer, arc paid ar.d the Washington trip Knox SS.
Dated this thirteenth day of Novem
town with his family.
for
the
graduates
is
taken
care
ber,
A. D. 1930.
Percy Moore was home from
Rockland. Nov. 23, 1930
i Mrs. Ava Cook, Mrs. Jennie Hall,
The new Moody parsonage has re
WILLIAM B. FISH
Personally appeared. Harry O. Gurdy
i Mrs. Charlcr.a LaWiy, Mr. and Mrs. there will still be c. generous sum to Secretary
cently been completed by thc con Bucksport over Sunday.
STATE OF MAINE
of the Rockland Loan and
R.H.S. Alumni Building Association
Mrs. Harold Drewett who has
November 13. 1930
i George D. Pottle, Capt. and Mrs. i be, applied to thc
,
and made oath Knox SS.
tractor and builder, Alfred N. Grey
Personally appeared the above sub
that the foregoing notice of Foreclosure
Melvin Lawry, Mr. and Mrs. Dalton i Educational Tund
of Camden. It is a very attractive been making an extended visit with
scribed William B. Fish and made oath
is true.
Act Promptly When Warned [ Wotton, Mr. and Mrs. Orris CookJ------------ ---------structure, shows good workmanship Mr. and Mrs. Frank Drewett in
that the foregoing foreclosure notice ls
Before me
true.
and is a great addition to that sec- Lowell is now spending a few days
(Signed) EDWARD K. GOULD
and daughter Frances. Clyde Erown,
jpraramraranrpnrarararai
By Kidney Irregularities.
Before me.
141-T-147
Justice of the Peace.
I Chester Brown. Mrs. Gertrude Simtion of Commercial street.
at her home here.
...
EDWARD C. PAYSON
When bladder irritations,
William Ingraham. Delmont BalMr. and Mrs. B. S. Greenleaf and
mons, Mrs. Amy Stebbins and daughJustice of the Peace
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy 138-T-144
getting up at night ancl con [ ter Ethel, Mrs. Hattie M. Wotton,
lard and Emil Erickson, students at Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Greenleaf of
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
stant backache keepyou miser j Mrs. Ida L. Wotton and daughter
home news, at Hotaling’s agency. 308
University of Maine, were guests of Boothbay Harbor were weekend,
West 40th St.
Those rythmic clicks of
able,'don't take chances! Help

In Everybody’s Column

’TW.AS A SUCCESS

THOMASTON

CHRISTMAS CLUB
Final payments on the 1930
Club must be made by Nov
ember 29 to receive interest.
The 1931 Club starts
December 8

4% Interest Paid

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANIS
THOMASTON, MAINE

i

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture

^Kidney

Disordered?

their parents over the weekend.

guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Sim' mons.
I INION
Mr- and Mrs- Rcvcrdy Carroll of
Herbert Messer
Messer nave
have j Union,
N. L.
Harbor,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Mr
MrsCarroll of New
Course
of
pone to Florida for the winter
Thomaston, Lawrence Pendleton and
Mrs. Verna Prouty of Castine spent Lendall Pendleton of the Kickapoo
“’Therein be a^cture at the town were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
mere win oe uh
Burdeen Simmons.
hall Thursday everung.
Erand.
Mrs. Eva Rose of Camden has
Mrs. Herbert B
b
spending a few days with Mrs
daughter Constance spent last week h HoR
past
in Edgecomb.
Miss Doris Sylvester of Rockland
••Dont you know her? Why. she was weekend guest of Miss Adelaide
lives in the same square.*ittbPy°~nip
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Lermond of
"Yes, but she- s
.
advo. North Haven and Mr. and Mrs. A.
circle."—Nashville Ch
j Nicbojs and daughter Ruth of

cate.

your kidneys at the first sign
of disorder. Use Doan’s Pills.
Successful for more than 50
years. Endorsed by hundreds
of thousands of grateful users.
Sold by dealers everywhere.

Doans
Ills

Priscilla, Mrs. Bird Jameson, Mrs.
Olivia Hoffses, Mrs. Olive Noves,
} Mrs. Thomas Geyer and Miss Nellie
I G. Davis.

The little boy was gazing pensively
at a gooseberry-bush.
“What’s the matter, darling?” |
asked his mother.
“Have gooseberries any legs,
mother?” asked the little chap.
"No, darling, of course they haven't
said his mother.
The boys look became more pen
sive than ever.
“Then I guess I must have shal
lowed a caterpillar,” he said.—
Tit-Bits.

ELECTRIC RADIOS

POULTRYMEN

“Mighty Monarchs of the
Air”

ATTENTION!
I
*

House-Sherman, Inc.
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS

(Your Local Authorized Dealer
for Majestic Products)
585 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warran, Ma. Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. Rafsrences: Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
37-tf

An

Ad. In These

Columns Will

Sell

Anything From

a

Needle to an Anchor.
What Do You Want

to Sell ?

our presses will be encored
later by the tinkle of the
cash register.
For The
Courier-Gazette printing
is the kind that produces
sales. Experience proves it.
Call 770
for Estimates

The Courier- Gazette

Every-Other-Day

Society
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department
especially desires Information of social
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly
received.
.

TELEPHONE ........................... 770 or 7M-W

Col. and Mrs. Walter H. Butler en
tertained thc members of Itooevik
Club and husbands at bridge at their
home on Talbot avenue Friday eve
ning. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shaw
were special guests. Honors were
won by Mrs. R. H. Britt, Sumner
Perry, Mrs. fe. L. Toner and L. A.
Thurston.

Mrs. Belle Young who has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Harold
Stanley for the past few weeks, has
gone to Washington for a visit of
several weeks.
Miss Etta Philbrook who is at the
home of Mrs. Soboloski, Pine street,
fell last week and injured her hip.
She is confined to her bed. Dr. Bart
lett is attending the case.

Mrs. Priscilla Richardson left this
morning for Swampscott, Mass.,
where she will be the guest of her
brother, George F. Grant, and sister,
Mrs. Mary F. Pierce.

Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton
Bert St. Clair and sister, Miss Zetta
and Mrs. C. E. Gilley motored to
St. Clair of Bath, motored to this
Portland Thursday.
city Sunday and were guests ot
'
Miss Rose O'Neil and Miss Mildred friends.
Demmons of Lesley School, Cam
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Maxey, Mr. and
bridge, Mass., arrive today to spend
the holiday and weekend at their Mrs. W. A. Maxey, Jr. of this city
and Mrs. Rose Watts of Belmont,
homes.
Mass., visited friends in Bangor Sun
Mrs. Ralph Hanscom entertained day.
the Monday Club. •
Mrs. P. M. McLeod of Wollaston,
The Junior Harmony Club meets Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
tomorrow evening at the BPW rooms F. A. Tirrell, Jr., called here by the
at 7 o'clock with Mrs. Leola Noyes serious illness of her mother, Mrs.
and Mrs. Faith G. Berry in charge. Evelyn N. Studley.
The subject for the evening will be
Miss Eleanor Bird who teaches in
“Chopin.” The house committee is
composed of Richard Whitmore, Har Old Town spent the weekend at her
home.
rison
Sanborn and__David Curtis.
i
Mrs. Ambrose Mills has returned
Ralph Fowler was home from
from a four weeks’ visit with her son,
Colby College for the weekend.
Llewellyn Mills, South Boston.
The Speech Readers' Club meets
Mrs. Jennie Harvey who has been
Friday afternoon at 2.30. Anyone in
terested in the work of this organiza at the home of Oscar Carroll, Rock
tion ls welcome to attend the meet ville, for several weeks, is again at
her home at The Highlands.
ings.
Mr. and Mrs. James Taylor and
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover have ar
rived home from a week's visit in children Anna and Barbara who have
been in New York where Mr. Taylor
Boston.
was employed, arrived Saturday to
Mrs. Frank Lee Berry motored to remain for the winter.
this city from Portland yesterday,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson oi
accompanied by Mrs. A. J. Huston.
Avon, Mass., arrive today to be guests
Kalloch Class meets this afternoon of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Jones, Camden
in the Baptist parlors for a tacking. road, over the holiday.
The class met Friday afternoon and
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Perry arrived
evening at the home of Mrs. Carl
Cassens to sew and for a social sea home Saturday from a few days’ visit
son. Considerable work was accom in Boston.
plished. Roast pork and other eat
ables made the 20 people at the sup Miss Mary Sylvester, a student at
per table sing the praises of the the University of Maine, was home
efficient committee which prepared it. for the weekend.

Mr. and Mrs. William Phillips of
Mrs. A. U. Bird, who is at the
Cooper Hospital, Camden, N. J., fol Boston spent the weekend with
lowing a recent auto accident, is re friends in Rockland and Thomaston.
ported as improving in an encourag
Miss Anne McLaughlin was called
ing manner.
to Portland Saturday by a serious illMrs. Harold W. Greene and daugh turn of her niece, Miss Helen Mc
ter Ruth who have been visiting Mrs. Loon, who died Sunday after being a
Greene's parents, Mr. and Mrs. James hospital patient two weeks.
Boyman, and brother James in Ash
land, the past three weeks, returned The Methebesec Club will meet
Saturday. They were accompanied Friday afternoon at the home of
by Mr. Boyman who returned home Miss Caroline Stanley, North Main
Sunday. Mrs. Greene also visited in street. Mrs. Mary Perry Rich will
Barre, Mass., where she formerly be program leader, and a debate will
taught.
be entered into on the subject “The
London Naval Parley.”
The first official meeting of the
Itooevik Club for the season will take
Mrs. Adelaide Butman left yester
place Tuesday afternoon, Dec. 2 at day for Winchester, Mass., where she
the home of Mrs. Edward Benner, will spend the winter with her
Broadway.
daughter, Mrs. F. C. Howe.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird entertained
Mrs. A. M. Cassie of Vinalhaven is
the Playmates Sunday evening at a a patient at Knox Hospital.
picnic coffee, with Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Powers of Portland, as
Miss Elda Lermond of Kennebunk
honor guests.
port has been the guest of Mr. and
Diane, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. A. J. Nichols, Hill street.
Seymour Cameron, Broadway, cele
brated her first birthday by enter Miss Elizabeth Parmalee who is a
taining several of her little play patient at Knox Hospital as the re
mates, together with their mothers. sult of severe burns is reported as
In thc group were Jane Perry, Rich improving slowly, but encouragingly.
ard Senter, Richard Freeman, Billy
Merrifield of Keezar Falls, Clifford Plans being made at Waterville for
Cameron and David Hoch. A color the first Maine Federation day at
scheme of yellow was used in the Colby College, Dec. 3, indicate an ex
table decorations, and each ljttle tot ceptionally interesting program. Mrs.
was presented with a yellow balloon. Maybelle H. Brown, district chair
The birthday cake, iced in yellow, man for Kennebec area, states that
proudly bore its one blazing candle. a guarantee for 150 has been given
Diane received many dainty gilts. for the noon luncheon, which will in
Mrs. Cameron was assisted by her clude chicken patties with peas and
mother, Mrs. C. O. Perry.
jelly; celery and olives; hot rolls; ice
cream with fudge sauce and cake and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Burgess en coffee. The Colby girls are making
tertained at a venison dinner Sunday some sacrifices, about their own noon
evening at their home on Masonic meal, to make possible the use of Foss
street. There were 12 guests.
hall by the clubwomen. Mrs. John
H. Huddilston of Orono, chairman for
Irma Thompson was a charming the educational department of the
hostess Saturday to several ol her Maine Federation of Women's Clubs,
friends and relatives at her home on adds that the four o’clock tea will be
Maverick street, the occasion being served at Alumni hall and will be
her 8th birthday. There were pres given by Mrs. Johnson, assisted by
ent the Thompson twins, Josephine the faculty women, it is understood,
and Pauline, and their sister Vir according to present plans. Cards
ginia; Dora Seavey, a close friend, have been mailed this week to all
Mrs. Josie Simmons. Irma's aunt, all federated clubs giving notice of the
of Port Clyde; from her school came program
Evelyn Bartlett, Pauline Carroll,
Lillian Pendleton, Hilda Wall, Eliza
beth and Frances Evansky, Louise
Harden. Kathleen and Katherine
Dean, Gwendolyn Dean, Karl Simp
son; other guests were Anna Taylor
and Barbara, just arrived from New
.’ ARE
York; Athaline and Mildred Harvey,
and Mrs. Marcia Simpson. Peanut
prizes were awarded to Mildred
Harvey and Gwendolyn Dean. The
“eats" made a direct appeal to the
youngsters, especially as there was
enough for second and third help
ings. A huge birthday cake occupied
the center of the table, decorated
prettily and bearing eight blazing
candles. Two other cakes were also
served together with sandwiches, hot
chocolate and candy. Dora Seavey
sang “tyhen It's Springtime in the
Rockies," with the other children
joining in the chorus. Mrs. Beatrice
Thompson, Irma’s mother, was as
sisted in serving by Mrs. Simmons.
Triangle
Mrs. Simpson and Miss Virginia
'W'V da»*
Thompson. Irma received many
AU First Quality
gifts.
f

WORK SHOES

CHEAPER

FOR

THE FOUR-YEAR-OLD

THANKSGIVING

Mrs. Lindbergh Learns What
Charlie Will Be Like, If
Average

Thanksgiving
Baskets

Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh learned
at the White House conference on
child welfare what Baby Lindbergh
will be like when he is four-years old
—if he is an average child, writes
Sue McNamara, A. P., staff corresi pondent.
/
Armed with note book and pamph
For indivdual or entire family
these baskets make a gracious re lets Mrs. Lindbergh attended the
membrance. Trimmed with gay conference on the pre-school child.
bows and filled with Assorted This committee, headed by Dr. John
Fruits, Candies and Choice Deli Anderson of the University of Minne
cacies artistcally arranged and sota, has completed a survey of fouryear-olds in 2757 homes.
carefully packed.
If Baby Lindbergh is an average
FIGS, DATES, RAISINS, NUTS child and his father and mother act
GLACE FRUIS, plain and stuffed as average parents Mrs. Lindbergh
learned that Charles Jr., in a little
FRUIT CAKE AND
more than three years—
PLUM PUDDING
Will not be iealous nor will he re
CANDIES AND NOVELTIES
semble his flying poetess-mother
| more than his aviator father.
OUR OWN
He is likely to have from one to
FRESHLY SALTED NUTS
four spankings a month. He may be
sent to bed or stood in a corner.
He will be able to count a little, to
1 recite rhymes, songs and prayers but
I not the alphabet.
His favorite amusement will be
having his mother read to him.
338 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Lindbergh, clad in becoming
shades of brown and tan, slipped
Mail and Telephone Orders
quietly into a back seat of the con
Promptly Filled
ference room. Few recognized her
—~~~~
and she listened intently as Dr. AnMr. and Mrs. Frederick Pn-v-s a“') derson talked. Earlier in the day
children, Priscilla and Frederick, of she and Col. Lindbergh had attended
Portland were weekend guests oi
. a conference on physical education
and Mrs. G. M. Derry, Camden street. j The four-year-old child was selectMr. Powers was in the city on busi- e(j by the conference.for a special
nessi survey because he is in the majority
----among children under six
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Glover left
Friday for Boston for a visit of sev
STRAND THEATRE
eral days.
“Safety Last.” that great Harold
Mrs. Cora Whitman of North Ha Lloyd classic of the art of thrilling
ven is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Al movie audiences, was made seven
mon B. Cooper, Limerock street.
years ago. but it is still in demand,
and there are few who can forget the
Mrs. Raymond C. Perry entertained breath-taking situations when Lloyd
one table of bridge Saturday after dangled by his finger-tips from the
noon, her guests being Mrs. Wilbur hands of a clock twelve stories in
Senter. Jr., Miss Eleanor Bird and mid-air. The thrills of “Safety Last”
Miss Katharine Veazie. Miss Bird seemed for a long time impossible to
Carried off the honors. Tea was surpass or even equal. Even Lloyd
served.
himself had abandoned the idea of
doing more thrilling thrill scenes.
Mrs. H. M. Noyes of North Haven
But several months ago, while
who has been guest of Mr. and Mrs. scouting for a new idea for “Feet
Almon B. Cooper, Limerock street, First.” Lloyd hit upon a scheme
has gone to Portland where she will whjCh when developed offered what
be at the Lafayette Hotel for the jle feeis ^as been his greatest opporwinter.
tunity for presenting spine-tingling
i entertainment. This is another skyMrs. Evelyn N. Studley who has ] scraper angle, but different from
been very ill at the home of her ; anything that has gone before.
daughter, Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell, Jr.,
Although Lloyd had thought it imis improving slowly.
! possible to equal “Safety Last," he
—— , _
i had not 'reckoned on his own imMrs. A. J. Huston of Portland ar- aginative and creative genius. He
rived yesterday to be the guest of macje ^e thrill scenes, which come
Mrs. Leola Rose until Wednesday toward the end of “Feet First,” at
when she will be joined by Mr. great personal risk, spending several
Huston. They will be guests of Mr.. months at work which required him
and Mrs. E. L. Brown for the re to swing by his hands in precarious
mainder of the week.
poses. Without his splendid physique
he could never have accomplished
Browne Club meets Friday eve such feats. But the work was so ar
ning with Mrs. Helen Perry. Me duous that this time it seems likely
chanic street. Members are asked to he will let “Feet First” stand as his
take articles for the Christmas box high mark for gasping thrijls and will
for Porto Rico, and the box of cloth now leave it to the rest of the film
ing to be sent to Arizona.
industry to try to equal his exploits.
Although “Feet First” has been
Mrs. Leon W. Sanborn who has cut” down to the conventional 9000
been a patient at Knox Hospital has J feet or so of the usual feature length,
returned to her home in Vinalhaven. the Lloyd organization “shot'' a total
----1 of 342.259 feet of film in making it.
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Lermond of This is approximately 60 miles of
North Haven were guests of their celluloid, and is believed to constitute
daughter, Mrs. A. J. Nichols, Hill a record in screenland. Its final
street, over the weekend, leaving yes- showings will be today and tomorrow
terday for Sarasota, Fla., where they ■ at the strand with a children's
will spend the winter.
matinee today at 4 o'clock.—adv.
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett and Mrs. j
Franck Mullen of Vinalhaven were,
recent Rockland visitors.
Mr .and Mrs. Alphonzo Crouse of i
Friendship spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Watson, and Mr
and Mrs. Edwin A. Dean at The
Highlands.

Millard K. Sprague and Miss
Edythe Lehmon weVe united in mar
riage Nov. 10 in Youngstown. Ohio.
Their address is 4313 Southern Blvd., 1
Youngstown, Ohio. Mr. Sprague is a
Rockland boy, son of Mrs. George
A. Judkins. He has been in thc
barber business in Ohio for seven
years. Mrs. Sprague is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lehmon of
North Lima, Ohio.

yji-th gratitude
-fbe flowers raise
theii* Reads on hiaKUJiiR the flowersJet
[jue thanks this

The annual convention of thc
Women's
Christian
Temperance
Union provided the organization with
a new slogan and renewed political
pledge. The slogan, announced by
Mrs. Ella A. Boole, re-elected presi
dent, was “Observance and enforce
ment—not repeal.” The renewed
pledge was support for dry political
candidates only. It was coupled with
a demand of political parties that
they nominate only dries.

ST. GEORGE
The Ladies' Aid Society of St.
George will hold a sale and supper at
the Grange hall, Tuesday, Dec. 2,
An entertainment will be given in the
evening, and in addition to other en
tertainment, there will be musical
selections by the Scotch Male Quar
tet—adv.
141*143

$2.29 and $2.98

spreading

WHEN IN NEW YOHK -You can buy
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the ’ copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Hoteling's agency. 308 home news, at Hotaling’s agency, 308
West 40th St.
i
'
West 40th St.

DANCE
Washington

THANKSGIVING
THURSDAY, NOV. 27

Telephone 231

DANCE

DANCE

Spruce Head
Community Hall
THANKSGIVING

Auspices Chapin Class

Thursday, Nov. 27
Smalley’s Orchestra

Music;

Green Gables
Tea Rooms

Overlock’s Full Orchestra

CAMDEN, MAINE

Saxophone Soloist

Thanksgiving

Featuring

Square and Round Dances
Commencing at 8 o’clock

Temple Hall
Thursday Evg., Nov. 27
lor Thanksgiving Night)

Dean’s Orchestra
Tickets 50 Cents

141-lt

Mr. Leavitt

140-141

---------- -------------------------------------------- X-----------141-lt

WEDNESDAY

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Some ca’.l it a man's

cheer than by Flowers?

privilege—

Others call it a wom

Order some now!

an's duty—but here

The
Little Flower Shop

You’ll find the answer

<< —brn-ght to you in a
new I'ght!

“SILSBY’S”

339 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

141-142

STROMBBRG-CARLJON

ROCKLAND

HAROLD

LLOYD
IN
School Children's
Malince
Today
at 4 P. M.

A Paramount
Release

Shows

6.30,' 8.30

Setord.y
,

The funniest picture
you ever saw
on thc screen

Qk
GILBERT

with BARBARA KENT

WALLACE

IE

JOHN

BEERY

THURSDAY-FRIDAY
“LEATHERNECKING”
with IRENE DUNN
and LOUISE FAZENDA

1L©¥

Now
Playing

FEET FIRST

in
“WAY
FOR A
SAILOR”

Domthq Mackaill
SIDNEY ELACKMERE
ALSO
First of the Martin Johnson Pictures
“ACROSS THE WORLD”

PUBLIX THEATRE

at 2.C0

Tel. 1060-M

✓

ROCKLAND

283 MAIN STREET

Is there a better way in

51 TILLSON AVENUE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

283 Main St., Rockland
I enclose $1.03 deposit for chair,
table and lamp, sale price $27.; 5,
and agree to pay $1.00 week'y.

141’lt

SHAPIRO BROS.

McLAIN Shoe Store

Please Use Coupon
EASTERN FURNITURE CO.

$1.50 per plate

"There Is Nothing Finer Than a
Stromberg-Carlson.”

Mail Orders Filled

Free Delivery

Just think of it. This handsome and comfortable living room
chair, covered in HEAVY JACQUARD VELOUR all over, ineluding sides and back. Has LARGE COIL SPRINGS in seat
and back, and springs in the loose cushion, so it will not mat
with use. The cushion is reversible, with fine weave FIGUR 'D
TAPESTRY on the reverse side. Complete with electric table
lamp and new style end table. Reduced from $50.00 to $27.95.
Only $1.00 deposit and $1.00 weekly.

From 1 to 4

Ownership of a Stromberg-Carlson is
always a source of pride, because of the
instrument’s lasting good taste in ap
pearance as well as in its continuously
fine performance year after year.
The No. 12 Grand Console is a mag
nificent Receiver, whose appearance
will add to the personality of your
home. It incorporates the latest im
provements known to thc radio science,
FuU Diol Effirienev, which means,
uniform tone, sensitivity and selectiv
ity at every point on your dial. Auto
matic Volume Control, Silent Visual
Tuning. Provision for future connec
tion of Electrical Remote Control.
Genuine walnut cabinet.
Price, less tubes, $355.

Many Styles To Choose From
Complete Size Runs

reduced from $50.00.

THANKSGIVING
DINNER

PRIDE—In tiepossession .

tf3

GORGEOUS 3 PIECE OUTFIT!

RESERVATIONS MADE FOR

ADOPTS NEW SLOGAN

STITCH

.

Seven

“CARINI’S”
Fruit & Candy Shoppe

LEATHER OR USKIDE SOLES
SCOUT TOE OR MOCCASIN

Wanted—The women of Rockland
and vicinity to examine the new
Munsingwear Rayon garments just
received for holiday gifts and regular
wear. Munsingwear presents a new
fabric, less in price, better in con
struction and quality. Fuller-CobbDavis.—adv.
138-140
The more musical you are, the
more you will enjoy the quality of the
new Victor radio. It will instantly
appeal to your love for music.
Maine Music Store.—adv.
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Paramount
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Publix
Theatre

Home of
Paramount
Pictures
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SUMMER

IN

EUROPE

A Visit To the Home of the Immortal Wagner—Perform
ance of Tannhauser Differs From American Version
[Twelfth Installment]

Still in Prague—Among the most for the series is $32 a person. Tick
Interesting
sights here is the famous ets may be secured in America
-JJ
astronomical clock on City Hall. through high grade travel bureaus
When the hour strikes, two windows or the headquarters of the Festival
open and a figure of Christ appears, Association in New York City.
We visited the Wagner Museum in
in an attitude of blessing the people
and children. He is followed by His the New Schloss. Our guide was a
seen as they pass the win most interesting young fellow, who
$300. There is only one in the world, disciples,
Magic Valley of Texas.
dows Above the windows is a rooster told us he “spoke high school Eng
A ten-year-old Texan cornered me in the office of Dr. Frank Simpson, who flaps his wings and crows. A j lish” The rooms are filled with the
this afternoon, and asked: “What Chicago, Ill.
skeleton on the right raises his arms belongings of Wagner—among them
* » « •
is it that has 18 legs, likes water
and a miser beside him turns around 1 being many manuscripts, pictures.
I have always enjoyed the inter On the left side of the clock is an | books, etc.
melon. and catches flies?” I con
fessed ignorance, and the youngster esting articles by Adelia F. Veazie. image holding a mirror which is 1 Dr. Campbell gave us a lecture on
informed me that it was a baseball and I never see one of these seeds turned around and around in its "Parsifal" that evening, and the
here grow into a plant in three ] .
.
team.
day at 4 p. m. we attended the
• • • »
days without thinking of her and j nanQS
- were much interested in the next
performance of that opera, which
We
Some cold evening, try this one: A her flowers, and wondering just ] shops in Prague. They are very surpassed anything we ever heard in
Texan orange grower, showing three how busy she would be in a country | wonderful, displaying particularly opera before. It was wonderful beguests his grove, picked an armful like this, with things growing at such beautiful table linens and embroid- yond words—stage setting, cast, and
of oranges, and gave one guest half terrific speed that you can almost ! cries. Many peasant women came tc j all other points. We were simply
the oranges and a half an orange: see them move. It surely does keep
.
.
.
the next guest half the remainder one busy having things cleared up.
We left Bayreuth Aug. 3 bound for
Weeds here erow to a heieht of six sweaters- done m gorgeous combiand a half an orange:
-------- the'third font if
mt th„J ir, timo nations of blue, red and orange Nuremberg.
guest half the remainder and half feet if you dont get them in tirne^ prjces jn thp shops arp much lpss
(To be continued)
an orange, and the man had one
’
in Dresden and Vienna. An-I
orange left. How many did he have a smaller stalk And how they do ; other feature of the shops that fas- 1
LOBSTER AND LAW
when he started to give them away? speed up when they get started.
cinated us was the costume jewelry, j
The plans of this fine home may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and
A gift from Texas to those sending
all
sorts
and
descriptions,
with
many
"How was the bull fight yester- ,
in the correct solution by mail.
How Our Well-Known Crus
day?” I asked a youthful Mexican J unlque designs.. . . .
complete building information
tacean Figured In a Ger
Swarms of mosquitoes in this val drug store cowboy.
The
money
question
in
Prague
is
"Not so hot,” he replied. "The a bewildering one—the monetary
man Court
ley. And they are busy. too. I be
lieve they are far more ambitious than bulls were young and not very active, I unit in Czecho-Slovakia is confined
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And if there are no humans around the
posed to make a bull very mafl. as *d ™ejr . la"guage. is peculiar to cently figured in a case before a Gerto furnish good blood for the female.
At thc San Diego, Calif., naval air Itomobile or motorcycle. Statistics [from aviation accidents there in thet I accidents. One death resulted from
she also become! a“ vegetarian** and ‘bat
AnV^^lx^n11^! ^^ers few cm' speak or understand'man MUrt- There the Question of
livs nicely on the sap of plants.
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ny t obsters has suddenAy as- station the dangers of transportation for 16 months ending in June show time, while 739 days were lost an airplane crash, one by automobile
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now for four years without winding, pose if someone called at Jack 5^ant is
in
its origi"al native'of Germanv whoVn early^'li'e
and has not lost a fraction of a sec- Dempsey. "Hello, sister! " it would be beauty and the service is very fa- ^a' adopted b^a Turkish family He
ond. This clock is expected to run about the same thing. The price for mous throughout Europe. Here we
asu.aqopt™in
for 2000 years without winding, and seats at bull fights are advertised as also
the Great War and now has won
is therefore as near to perpetual$1.50 in the sun; $2.50 in the shade. |'^tmenta of the priests were very addpd famp
{ighting {or the lob.
motion as anything yet invented. iWhen you get there you find that is ’ove*> • long
.Fobes wlth gr^e.n ' ster. The name and fame of the
The secret motive power is a little really the price of the seats but-if bands, over *hl^
wor® a"^ champion of the lobster gives to the
invisible speck of pure radium, en- you want to get in the gate to take “Pe and hood the hood,often drawn ,ega[ proceedings inthe court at
er the head hiding the face.
Iegal. Pro««ilngs in
closed in glass. This radium con- one of these seats, you have to pay °—ver
the head hiding the face.
Prague July 31, bound for ® erai! from Ule Arabian Nights^
stantly gives off the energy which i $1 additional. “An old Spanish cus- „ We left
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tt4.i
a
tale fromUorAim
the Arabian Nights.
runs the clock, and the energy will tom"—invented by American saloon Bayreuth. Hotel accomodations in
the German and
not be exhausted for 2000 years. A keepers across the border. Sounds a BajTeuth are not sufficient during the
Festival season, and we w.ere obGo>.ernments for gallantry
nice present for Christmas. Price | little like a Chicago racket.
hged to have rooms outside with iR war ftnd ho]dl a mpdal fQr sav.
meals at the hotel. Dr Campbell
ufe ,n time pf
went forth
three-gallon demijohn, brought from that evening gave us a lecture on to take # constitutionaI through
HIRAM W. RICKER
the spring to the stage, to be taken "Tannhauser.
Tha next morning leasant stre€ts of the German
,
xt ., to Port!and. The price was fifteen we went for a walk during which we capital
His attention was attract.
Another
of
the INOtea cents. Now thousands of gallons of
To help build our sales volume and expect to make hundreds of new friends for our stores.
saw the home of Wagner, but could ed by the struggles of a lobster beBrothers Comes To the the water are bottled and shipped not go in as the hour was too early. hind the window of a fi$h market
each week.
This is the biggest business builder we have been able to get in many years.
Everywhere we saw evidence of Wagdaws of {he ,obster were bound
End of a Busy Life
Together with his brother, the late ner. The city is saturated with with strjng The colonel thought
the
___
Edward P. Ricker. Hiram W Ricker
and even though many phases iobster suffered, and when the fish
Hiram W. Ricker, aged 73, a domi- went into Maine politics, both being him,
of his life have become commercial
nant figure in the recreational and recognized powers in the Republican ized, yet one can see that a deep rev dealer refused to cut the string, court
industrial development of Maine, Party in Maine. The two brothers erence and respect are held for his action followed.
prominent in the affairs of the New’ helped greatly to write the laws of memory. We noticed particularly It was a notable trial. The court
England Council, and a firm believer , their State. E. P. Ricker was the that in all the shops were displayed room was crowded. A professor of
in New England’s future as a sports virtual father of the law which for- pictures and books of Wagner, to biology testified that it was diffi
region, is dead at Poland Springs. Me. bids the lowering of the natural level gether with scores and librettos of cult to say whether or not a lobster
had feelings that would be lacerated
He was stricken at the Mansion of lakes for the sake of developing
by tying his claws with string. But
House, one of the buildings of waterpowers and of the provision the operas, etc.
At 4 p. m. we went to the opera an aquarium director maintained
thc extensive Ricker property. Mr. added to the Constitution forbidding "Tannhauser,
” and found it very dif that under the circumstances the
Ricker was one of the founders of the sale of power outside of the State,
Dayson Bedding Co. of Bar.gor from whom we made this great buy ara
the New England Council and the Hiram aided his elder brother in put- ferent than an American perform lobster was tortured. The complain
ance,
especially
in
the
stage
setting.
known as New England’s leading mattress factory and is one of Maine's
ant
explained
his
motives.
For
ob

Maine Publicity Bureau, a vice presi- ting these laws on the statute books
great industries.
dent of the Manufacturers' Bank of and wrote and put through many The overture was magnificent, and vious reasons, the one witness that
Lewiston, a director of the Maine other laws. He was particularly in- the dance of the flower girls most al- might have settled the matter could
luring. The singer of “Tannhauser’s not be heard. The judge rendered
Central Railroad, one of the founders terested in penology.
of the Maine Hotel Association and
Hiram was earnest in his faith in role w’as better than the soprano, al- a diplomatic decision. He gave the
the New England Hotel Association. New England and Maine as a recrea- though the entire cast was very lobster the benefit of the doubt and
decided that the creature did have
a trustee of a score of institutions, a tional area and believed it should good.
feelings. But justice for the lobster
Thirty-Second Degree Mason and a eQual Switzerland as a mecca. In the
The next morning we went shop was tempered with mercy for the fish
member of many societies and clubs work of the New England Council he
Hiram Weston Ricker, the second was progressively active and served ping after which we took a motor dealer. He was fined, but payment
son of Hiram Ricker, was born in as chairman of its recreational com bus to the cemetery where we visit was suspended on the ground that he
Poland. Me., and attended Hebron mittee. He was a trustee of the Bos ed the tomb of Franz Liszt. The did not know the lobster suffered.
and Westbrook Academies. He mar ton Chamber of Commerce, and nu tomb is built like a chapel, with this Newspapers made much of the trial.
ried Vesta P. Folsom in 1883 and four merous other associations, and a inscription on the door: "I Know The accounts give the impression
sons were born to them. Of these member of the Mayflower Club and That My Redeemer Liveth." On the that it was an occasion much enjoyed
two are living. Charles and Hiram, the Economic League of Boston. In interior wall we read: "The Pure In by all, except, possibly the lobster.
Jr. The name of the family has been 1927 Bates College conferred an hon Heart Shall See God." There were And it added another to the wonders
identified with hostelries since 1797 orary degree of Master of Arts upon fresh flowers before the tomb. We of jurisprudence.—Boston" Transcript.
also saw in this cemetery the grave
when Wentworth Ricker, grandfather him.
HERE’S A BIG JOB
of Jean Paul Richter, who lived and
of the man who just died, founded
the Mansion House, which was first AT GORHAM NORMAL wrote in Bayreuth for more than 20 The keel of a 30,000 ton ocean
liner for North Atlantic service will
years, dying in 1825.
known as the Wentworth Ricker Inn.
That same day we visited Wagner's be laid at Camden. N. J., Dec. 4 The
Hiram Ricker was the youngest of
Tuesday. Principal Russell told the
three sons, Edward P. died in 1928. school about the convention he at home, "Wahnllried," built in 1874, vessel will be a five-day boat on the
while Alvin B.. now 80 years of age, tended in Boston last week. This and which bears the inscription “I London rim. Another similar ship
will be started next June. They will
is living.
convention was made up of repre Call My Home ’Wahnfried' Because
The extensive Ricker properties at sentatives from the different teacher Here My Fancies First Found Peace.” be 705 feet long and will accommo
Poland Spring, including the Poland training institutions of New Eng Three rooms on the lower floor are date about 1300 passengers. Their
Spring House, the Mansion House land also superintendents from this open to the public There is a grand building will employ about 1000 men.
and the houses where members of part of the country. He gave resumes piano in each room. The furnishings
the family live, are one of the of the speeches at each meeting ings and draperies are very beauti
STRONG STATEMENT
centers for recreation both in sum which included educational topics of ful: there are fine paintings and
mer and in winter. Hiram Ricker present-day concern, such as varia pieces of sculpture. Wagner always
also shared in extensive Ricker hold tion of scores in intelligence testihg, loved to be surrounded with beauti Business Man Tells Remark
ings at Southern Pines. N. C.
able Story About Sargon
poise, reverence, and contentment as ful things. The apartment on the
As .to Poland water, in the summer qualities of a successful teacher, and second floor was occupied by his son
of 1854 by accident it was discovered criticisms of practices found in in Siegfried Wagner, whose death oc
that the spring flowing from a stitutions of higher learning.
curred just two days after we were
fissure of the ledge on the crest of
there. There is a deep garden at the
* « * *
the hill, which had been used to
rear of the house which runs back
Miss
Louise
Sprowl
of
Searsmont,
water the cattle, had medicinal
to the Hof Garten of the New
a
student
of
the
junior
class,
has
properties. The first sale of Poland
Schloss, in which is housed the Wag
water was made in the fall of 1859 been accepted for membership to ner Museum. Wagner himself pre
the
dramatic
club.
and the first shipment was in a
pared his resting place in the garden
» * * •
The new editorial board of "Green at Wahnfried—it is in an enclosed
and White,” the school year book, plot bounded on the back with a
promises to publish a very successful broad avenue lined with trees.
number this year. The group pic At the corner of Wahnfried strasse
tures of the various clubs and or and Liszt strasse is the house where
ganizations of the school are al Lizst died three years after Wagner’s
They are made of 100% pure Java Kapoc (known as silk floss) and will not harden. They are full 30«
death. The Wagner Festival House
ready being taken.
is
located
on
a
spot
chosen
by
Supt. Rowe of Warren and Union,
pound weight and are easy to handle. Closely tufted in beautiful coverings in blue and rose colorings
attended a superintendents’ and Wagner on an elevation at the end of
a
broad
three-lined
avenue,
called
and stitched rolled edges to keep in shape for long service.
principals' day at the Normal School
Thursday. Superintendents and prin the Wagner strasse in a residential
cipals from all over Maine, and some section of Bayreuth some distance
the city proper, north of the
Could not be without it. from Massachusetts and New Hamp from
shire, were present to become ac railway station. It was completed
quainted with the activities of the in 1876 and was dedicated by the first
A Wonderful Medicine
normal and training schools. A spe performance of the Niebelung Ring—
cial assembly was held, which in "Das Rheingold” Aug 13, “Die
For about two years I could not cluded talks on educational topics, Walkure” Aug. 14, “Siegfried" Aug.
ROBT. A. STRATE
cat: my food simply would not di musical numbers, and a brief dra 16. and "Gotterdammerung” Aug. 17.
gest; my stomacn bothered me: I matic sketch.
The second festival did not take Oklahoma City—Robt. A. Strate
was weak and did not dare to eat
place until six years later, then “Par prominent business man, owner and
the necessary fcod to give me
sifal” was given 16 performances general manager of the Bakery
strength for as soon as I did it
On a silk floss mattress. You have never known such comfort, Don’t deunder Wagner's personal direction; Equipment Co., makes the following
would lodge in my stomach and I
but the effort seems to have been too statement regarding the recent re
lay! Place your order now and save nearly half price!
would suffer untold misery with it.
much for his strength, for he began covery of his health:
I started taking Eldridge’s Neu
to decline rapidly toward the latter “I suffered ten years with as bad
tralizer and got relief from the
t ‘
part of the year, and went to Venice a case of stomach trouble as any
first few doses and have continued
in search of rest. There he died man ever had. It was impossible for
taking it. I could not think of be
You Can Order By Mail—Use
MIS MXSffRS VOl'.t
suddenly of heart failure on the me to ever enjoy a meal without suffc»tus*»ior. Murf MIM»rnNo.4|g3,IM'
Coupon
ing without it. I believe everyone
afternoon of Feb. 13, 1883, and five ering. I was terribly rundown. Five
Eastern Furniture Co.
should keep it handy and take it
days later he was laid to rest in his bottles of Sargon made me feel like
283 Main St., Rockland
regularly if they have the least bit
garden at Wahnfried
a new man. I have gained sixteen
Rockland, Me
of 8tomach Trouble. Indigest on.
The program of the Wagner fes pounds and have as much strength
Please ship at once Floss Mattress
Heartburn, or Gas in the Stomach,
tivals
changes
from
time
to
time
and
vitality
as
I
had
twenty
years
A Musical Instrument
at the reduced price of $14.75. The
says Mrs M. O. Wilson of 30 Ran
The interval between festivals is by ago. I have never found anything to
size wanted...........’....I enclose $1.00
kin street. Rockland. Maine.
The Orthophonic of Radio
no means the same. For the festival equal Sargon Soft Mass Pills. They
deposit and agree to pay $1.00
of
1930
there
were
21
performances,
regulated
me
perfectly."
weekly.
Eldridgo's Neutralizer may be
beginning with "Tannhauser" July Sargon may be obtained in Rock
Signed ................................................
purchased in Rockland at The
22 and ending with “Parsifal” Aug. land from The Comer Drug Store,
Rockland Pharmacy. Inc., Corner
Address ..................................................
21. The "Ring" was given twice. Inc.; in Warren from George H.
ROCKLAND
283 MAIN STREET
Mam and Park streets.
ROCKLAND, ME.
No tickets are sold for single per Gardiner; and in Waldoboro from H.
124-tf
formances of the "Ring." The price L. Bossa. -adv.
141-lt
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